
TzADI-CxET-QOOF-HEI-DALET-OYIN-NOON    Smiledon  -  Sabertooth  Tiger


eriktology  2020  -  explaining the 
Cards’ pictures  :  TzYUR


Each graphic in this book has a very 
specific intent associated with a 
concept found elaborated by the 
ALEF-BEIT.

 

Hopefully, the graphic itself 
communicates and has its intended 
affect without explanation, but 

additional benefit will be derived from the write-up after the entire book has been 
devoured, at which occasion, a second consideration of the pictures themselves will be 
of extra merit.


To suggest there is a great advantage to be had by someone studying, learning, or just 
contemplating the Ancient Text, is of little use if there is nothing to read.

Since 2005, I have made simple little pictures using a significant word or phrase from 
Scripture as the principal subject.  

Why should one or two words make a graphic image which anyone would have a 
reason to pay attention to ?

Because of the pertinence of those words to present-tense “life matters”.


For example, in ¸ZAKARYAH 13: 9,  the one-third of the population who make it through 
a fiery trial and refinement - wherein the other two-thirds of people perish, say a very 
specific “two words”, while at that occasion YHUH says of them “This is My People”.

Those two words are pronounced  “YAHUAH  ELOHY”.

That there is the whole script.

Two Words. 
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A life is delivered.

Oh, but most assuredly those words must be the expression of an inner state of mind 
and heart and faith and hope and trust and worship.

But those two words are the prophesied script.

“The Lord is my God” is not the script which is foretold …

nor are they the words which illicit the yearned for response from YHUH Himself.

But nobody seems to know that the words “YAHUAH  ELOHY” even exist.


Herein lies the reason for this SEFER, this Book of  “SEPHERing  ALEF-TAV”

Point to the ‘Truth’, gladly, here it is, “behold…”  HaNaH…  yes.


KOHEN.   KAF-HEI-NOON.   Verily, truly, here is life, it is written.

The word spelled  “KHN”  or KAF-HEI-NOON, can be scrutinized to be composed of 
concepts which describe the duty of a ‘priest’… a KOHEN.    “Kahuna”.    

Present  the “Truth” comprehensible and pleasurable. 


The meaning of the word can be found by considering the spelling of the word itself, 
both by looking at the picto-graphic meaning of each letter, and two-letter word pairs 
which can be found in a Hebrew Dictionary.

It is as simple as that, but also gets very complex from that starting point.


The point is, a KOHEN should show you the significance of this verse !

But I would dare to say that no Cohen will.

Each person much do this on their own… at one’s own risk… one’s own initiative.   


One might take heed to learn those two words, if nothing else.

It is actually quite simple, an easy thing to do.

Go ahead and practice saying …   YAH-HU-AH   EL-O-HEE


Now some might say that those sounds are not correct, are mispronounced…

Some have said those pronunciations are unauthorized, or illegal to utter.
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There is a ‘Law’ carrying the fine of ‘capital punishment’ for people caught saying it.

Be advised… 


‘Playing with Words’ is a dangerous game.   Do not take these matters frivolously.

These very words may save your life…

These very words may cost you your life.


But the fact is, no one actually knows how the Ancient Language was vocalized.

All we have today are authority figures demanding compliance to protocol.

Ecclesiastical Institutions of Academia translate and interpret what was ‘written’.


What did YHUH say ?     and   What did YHUH mean ?


YHUH said His people will say  “YAHUAH  ELOHY”.

YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI   ALEF-LAMED-HEI-YOD

The ‘O’ sound in ELOHY is an inserted vowel… maybe it was not even pronounced.
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Maybe the letter UAW which makes that ‘O’ sound, was originally placed there and 
later removed.   Perhaps the word is pronounced “AL-HEE”.

“Eloy” is an English word of modern use meaning ‘powerful master’ or ‘god’.


The closest thing we have to “Reality” is the written words.

Everything else is speculation.

YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI    ALEF-LAMED-HEI-YOD

“It is written”.


Just the facts… now you get to decide what to do with them…


What He meant was for us to “Hear” -  “Believe” - “Do” and  ‘be His People’.
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Front Cover :  HEI-SAMEK-NOON-HEI  :  The Bush


The word spelled HSNH is mentioned in Exodus 3 when MOSHE was out shepherding 
the flock and saw  “it : the bush” :  HSNH - on fire, yet it was not consumed.  


These four letters contain a formula for inventing every Letter of Semitic Hebrew.

The significance of these four letters reveals the MaSHIACx of YSRAL.

Analysis of these four letters explains a Consciousness of Cosmological Insight.


The prefix and suffix letters are both the letter HEI which are here drawn in a motif of 
“Wings” in the shape of the Paleo letter HEI which is also the equivalent of the English 
letter  “E”.   Generally the letter HEI has three lines pointing left from the vertical line 
whereas the letter “E” has three lines pointing right from the vertical.  Some forms of 
HEI have historically been drawn with the three lines vertical up from a horizontal line.  

Here the artistic license allows to draw the letters HEI in both directions as wings.


As a prefix, the Letter HEI  usually is simply translated “the”.   Sometimes HEI is not 
even regarded as a prefix though it is the first letter to another ‘three-letter root word’, 
which could be seen as supplemental to that root.   In these cases, it is not translated 
as “the”.   Rather, it is simply part of the word, which starts with the letter HEI.

As a suffix, HEI  is regarded as the feminine, as contrasted to a UAW which would be 
considered the masculine suffix.    English has no such distinctions.   Spanish does, 
and is very similar to Hebrew, using the ‘a’ as feminine and the ‘o’ as masculine.


The feminine suffix :  HEI - in Hebrew,  has the meaning of “expression” or “to reveal”, 
which is not so much a literal meaning as it is the concept of being “on display”.   

An example of this is the word TzADIQ which means “righteous”.   When the HEI suffix 
is added, pronounced as “Ha” or “Ah”, making the word TzADIQAH, it means 
“righteousness” which is the concept of ‘righteous’ as a description… in operation…

being “put to use” as it were, making the adjective a noun… on display.
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YHUH said that He carried His people “on eagle’s wings” to bring them to Himself in 
the Wilderness, from Out of Egypt.

Those who “wait “ upon YHUH will “mount up with wings as eagles…”

“Abraham” :  ABRHM  means ‘pinions’ - wings upon which to soar…

“Isaac” :  YTzCxQ  :  laughter, sport, amusement… 

… sort of reminds me of a hilariously unexpected, spectacular display of skyrockets.

“Jacob”  :  YOQB  :  to cube, raise to the third power, ‘Z’ axis, vertical, over-reaching … 
reaching-over… transcending obstacles by stepping into a different dimension- the 
third… superimposed over those restricted to the plane of the second dimension only.


In numerous instances, YHUH refers to Himself as “the ALHIM of ABRHM, the ALHIM 
of YTzCxQ, and the ALHIM of YOQB”.   Perhaps this is not simply the obvious list of 
our three Patriarchs, but the claim by YHUH to elevate us by the “power” : the “ALHIM” 
of exactly what the three Names ‘mean’ according to the spelling of these Names in 
the Hebrew Language.   

ALHIM is translated “God” but also means “powerful one” or “one with authority” or 
“one whose voice determines what will be done”.

YHUH is the One wielding the Power of Voice which “causes to exist” whatever He 
Speaks… such as saying : “YHY  AUR” and ‘Light- became’.


YHUH is the One who Causes to exist the ‘miraculous, unexpected, deliverance of His 
people, away from and above the heads of our enemies in a spectacular manner to His 
Glory, as a testimony of His reputation being ALHINU : “Our ALHIM” - throughout our 
generations.


The two letters HEI illustrated as ‘wings’ speak as ‘Intent’ and ‘Expression’, as if they 
indicated that “there is a specific intent from the Great Communicator to project a 
message to His People in the form of a “SAMEK-NOON” - - ‘thingy’ … which itself is 
the intermediate translational device adapting ‘His Mind’ to the ‘Human Mind’ in the 
same way that a drive shaft connects a motor to an axle as the engineered drive-train 
of an automobile.”  
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The way the human mind receives the message is the ‘Expression’.  

The Expression perceived by the human mind is specifically designed- fit to the design 
of the human minds’s ability to perceive it.   This was all built-in at the very ‘beginning’ 
when the human mind and brain were first being developed- engineered- created by 
the very same Speaker of the HEI to accommodate this function.


The Human ability to ‘hear’ and ‘cogitate’ the communication of our Creator is what 
‘lifts’ or ‘gives us wings’ beyond our circumstances’ temporal appearance…

Thus, the “ALHIM of ABRHM, YTzCxQ, and YOQB” is a promise of ascendency if we 
listen… if we “SHEMA” the Voice of our ALHIM, YHUH.   

It is the way the system has been built.


The two letters in the center of the word spelled HSNH are SAMEK and NOON.

The order of the letters in spelling is of course very significant, but for the sake of 
investigating the elements of the language, we can look at the letters individually and in 
relation to other words spelled by those same letters.   Sometimes, looking at the same 
two letters in reverse order has a bearing on the investigation…

This is because each letter is a picture with a meaning, and every letter is a completely 
different picture.    Each combination of letters is unique, except for those cases when 
the same two letters are simply reversed.

NOON and SAMEK are a perfect example… 

NOON is the 14th letter, SAMEK is the 15th letter.

Significant ?   It so happens that the first MOED of PESACx is on the 14th day of the 
first month- the month of “ABYB”, and the 15th is the first day of the second MOED, 
that of CxAG HaMATzOT- Feast of Unleavened bread.

   

The escape from Mitzraim- Egypt was conducted between these two dates.

The three letters in ‘alphabetic order’ NOON-SAMEK-OYIN - the numbers 14, 15, 16  
spell a word which means “pull out, set out, depart, journey, transported, removed, to 
march forth”.   

Where did YAHUSHO go on these dates, after being crucified… and why ?
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The month of “ABIB” is the gateway to “Springtime” which is the Vernal Equinox.

The Roman Gregorian calendar places the time between March and April.

In English, the month of “March” is so called, as referencing when kings go to war. 

He did something, went somewhere as a strategic battle-plan, a tactical maneuver…


Did YAHUSHO come to Earth for the purpose of dying as a Human so He could 
venture to where Humans go when they die ?   Could He get there no other way ?

If YAHUSHO is the responsible party for the Creation, could He devise no better plan 
than a horrible torture to accomplish His goals ?


NOON-SAMEK is the word for miracle, wonder, to lift up, banner… something to 
behold, to observe in awe and wonder… amazing !   

The word NS, NOON-SAMEK, pronounced “NaS”-  means all these.


NOON is pictured as a ‘sprout’ or a ‘fish jumping out of water’, or a ‘baby being born’, 
‘alive’, active’, greatly multiplying- like fish.    NOON here looks like a lightning-bolt.

Sometimes, NOON is drawn to look like a sprouted seed with a tendril.

SAMEK is a ‘trellis’, a ‘support’, an ‘engineered structure’… it is drawn to look like a 
‘skeleton’ or ‘mast of a ship’, or a ‘tree trunk with branches’, a “stick-figure”.

    

NOON-SAMEK  is used as the “eriktology Study” logo, which has the NOON hanging 
on, or superimposed over the SAMEK.

( more about that later… )    

SAMEK-NOON is the root two-letter word for ‘bush’ or ‘squirrel’.  (Squirrel is actually 
spelled SAMEK-NOON-ALEF)  The association between the two definitions is that 
squirrel is the one which lives in the bush and has the mastery of navigating through 
it… which is mentioned here to give you a sense of how Hebrew words are related to 
each other.

NOON is the vibrant, mobile, active squirrel… the letter with a bent knee, jumping.

SAMEK is the non-moving- static, structural, line-  environment which is just like the  
form of rigid branches and twigs of a bush.
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All three of the letters SAMEK-NOON-HEI spell the word “bush”, but we are analyzing 
the engineering of that word by dismantling the spelling letter-by-letter and by two-
letter pairs in order to “read into” the word.

This effort is trying to push beyond the constraints of “normal translation” methods and 
see if “the box” of understanding might be different than expected.

How does someone “think outside the box” ?    

Perhaps it can be achieved by trying, proactively, to see what else can be seen, which 
is not obvious, yet is valid… it must always be valid.

There must be rational, logical, and “Scripturally provable” considerations, even if 
those projections do not fit within the box of established scholastic dogma.

 

Imagine this process to be similar to “reading between the lines”, as some say.

How is that possible ?   “reading between the lines”…

Read what is not being said… but was being said very intentionally by omission.


In the “Art- world”,  you might call it “negative space”.

In Music, a lingering pause, rightly timed, can be more powerful than a sonic note.

In the Storyboard of an Animated Film, only the major scenes changes are drawn…

The “in-betweens” are filled in later by the Animator Artists.

Those Artists must be able to “see” how one image “becomes” the next- and make it 
so.    So what changes must happen to ALEF in order for it to become BEIT ?

What is the essence of ALEF and the essence of BEIT… and what is the difference ?

The space between…

The word SELAH means “a suspension of the music”.  “Stop and think about it.”

When they “Hung their harps in the trees” in Babylon… it was a suspension of the 
music, they could not sing of the Glory of Yerushalim while exiled in captivity.


There are mystical tales of bizarre notions such as “the letters written are ‘black fire’ 
letters and the spaces between the letters are ‘white fire’ letters which can be read all 
the same as the obvious black letters can be”.
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Crazy talk !

Who ever conceived of such non-sense !

Sounds like some sort of ‘occult’ mumbo-jumbo.


Those letters just need to stay in the box of our perception as the people with strings of 
“english letters” after their names have described them to us.   Yeah.


No matter that the IVRIT Script spoke as a message to MOSHE directly from “On High” 
through a “Burning Bush” giving him insight to what was never conceived before or 
since, namely that “All the Words of YHUH” can only be written in IVRIT because each 
and every Letter and also the sequence those Letters are in, are the personal revelation 
of YHUH, expressing both His Identity and Intent.    


“Possibly”.

At least that is what it looks like ‘outside the box’ of Academia.


So we are looking for what is the relationship between SAMEK and NOON, beyond 
simply being letters which spell the word… they are pictographs… and the pictures fit 
like a puzzle, especially since they are neighbors in the chronological sequence of the 
ALEF-BEIT.   “What are these Letters saying… as they speak for themselves…”


Either way, the two letters are joined…  SAMEK is a support structure, and NOON is a 
living essence.

The ‘living essence’ might be “in-use”, in which case this looks like a “lit menorah”- 
that is, a tree-like structure lit up… a “chandelier”…  a “lamp post” or Lighthouse.


HEI as a prefix points to the NOON-SAMEK as information from a source before and 
beyond the NOON-SAMEK itself.   The HEI suffix is what the NOON-SAMEK 
communicates from its own essence, the after-effect of the NOON-SAMEK voice.

HEI prefix is a revelation, HEI suffix offers understanding.
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Paleo Hebrew Letters are exactly that.

The Semitic Languages all use ‘consonants’ to spell words.

The Hebrew ALEF-BEIT is a composition of HEI-SAMEK-NOON-HEI…

 

22 versions of bushes with squirrels living in them…

Stick figures with purpose, gestures with the intent to ‘pantomime’ a story… shapes 
which speak… a picture with a message… a “charade”…

each letter a “parable”, a “MISHLE”, a ‘proverb’,  in-and of- itself… self-contained.


Each Letter is an orthograph-  a drawn shape, which is a SAMEK, carrying a meaning- 
which is a NOON sort of concept.   

A direct communication revealed from ‘Heaven’ to MOSHE enabled him to inscribe the 
‘Words of YHUH’ using the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT letters…  as it tells us in Exodus 24: 4…

represented by the two letters HEI :  The wings of this picture… of the word “bush”.


One letter HEI, the prefix, coming into the orthograph of SAMEK-NOON carrying a 
“message from on High”… the other Letter HEI, the suffix,  expressing the message to 
the reader of it.   Here we have the epitome of the concept  “Telecommunication”.


SAMEK even looks like a Radio-antennae, NOON an electric spark.

SAMEK and NOON interposed is the format of  Biological “DNA”  which is the formula 
and structure by which information is inter-linked between generations.

This relationship between NOON and SAMEK can be found all-over, once the idea is 
established in the observer’s imagination.


PESACx is the fourteenth day of the first month, the fifteenth day is the first “SHABBAT 
SHABBATON” of CxAG HaMATzOT, otherwise known as ‘Feast of Unleavened Bread’.

Again, NOON and SAMEK are the fourteenth and fifteenth letters of the Hebrew ALEF-
BEIT.    The sequence of Letters is a message, not a randomly disordered collection. 
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It is believed that the afternoon when YAHUSHA was crucified and later entombed, 
dead… is associated with that time when the fourteenth day meets the fifteenth.


He Himself, YAHUSHA said, If the ‘Son of Man’ is lifted up as MOSHE lifted up the 
serpent in the wilderness, He would draw all men unto Himself.


NOON-SAMEK pictures, both instances.

NOON-SAMEK : a sign, a symbol, a way of escape, a miracle !


The living one hung up on a support structure.

The ram caught in the thorny thicket when Abraham was to sacrifice Isaac.

YAHUSHA’s head wearing the Crown of Thorns.

One might even see eight people saved alive with many animals within the boat of 
sticks which Noah constructed- life within a structure.


Perhaps in Ezekiel 20: 11, 13, and 21… where YHUH says He “gave us decrees and 
laws, through which if a man fulfills them he will live through them”… one might see 
that Life is to be found, sustained, maximized and projected into “Eternity” by the 
regard of the “Written Instructions” - the assortment of lines and scratch marks etched 
into a fabric of stone or parchment… or a heart of flesh.   Inscriptions which are 
actually an engineered formula, an equation, a CxET-SHIN-BEIT  :  an ingenious 
arithmetical device planned, calculated, reckoned.    The fabric of the Universe is 
shaken out like dirty rug during ‘Spring Cleaning’ when a Human follows the recipe.


As the squirrel lives in the bush, the NOON in the SAMEK, our life is in the words.

We are told that MOSHE received a message from the midst of the bush in Exodus 3.

We are are also told that Moses could not have written the TORAH in Hebrew because 
the Hebrew- Semitic Alphabet was not invented yet.

However…

The “Voice” he “heard” -from the midst of the bush- may have been what gave him the 
Semitic Alphabet, especially when analyzed in conjunction with ALEF-SHIN, the word 
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spelling “fire”… in which case he then would have been able to write the TORAH in 
Hebrew, by having invented it somewhere between Exodus Chapters 3 and 24.


No one actually knows where the Semitic Alphabet came from, or when it was 
developed, nor who invented it.

Some authorities say that Abraham had access to writings handed down to Shem, 
Noah’s son, that were sourced from before the famous Flood event of Genesis 6- 9.

Whatever language those scrolls were written in would have then been handed to 
Isaac, Jacob, Joseph… and eventually, maybe, told to Moses.

Would the original Language on Earth, before the Flood have been Hebrew ?

This writing will discuss that possibility in the affirmative.


But even so, there is no proof that MOSHE had that written script, or ever saw it, or 
that it actually did exist at all.

Perhaps Abraham handed down teachings but not script.

Joseph’s name is spelled YOD-UAW-SAMEK-PEI.   The word means “to accumulate, 
threshold, goblet, basin, absorb, destroy or to sum up at the end.

“YOSEF” :  YUSPh or YUSF had a ‘Mystical Goblet’ by which he ‘divined Secrets’.

His name in Hebrew is ‘Goblet’.   He accumulated all the grain of Egypt, and everyone 
came to his threshold to purchase their allotment.   It seems YOSEF was well aware of 
what his name meant, and “played into it”… “fulfilling the prophecy of his name” as if it 
was an “offer of possibility” or “open door indicating potential” … if he would just 
capitalize on it. 

YOSEF may have contemplated the phonetic articulation of words, but did he actually 
spell them “letter by letter” ?   Scrolls from before the Great Deluge have never been 
found, though the “Book of Jubilees” called “YOVELIM” does say they existed and that 
SHEM shared them with Abraham.    We have no artifacts to validate the account.


But something did trigger MOSHE to write the TORAH in the Semitic Letter script of 
Hebrew before anyone else is on record of doing so.

Exodus 24: 4
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“MOSHE wrote all the words of YHUH”.

Words of YHUH can only be written in Hebrew.   

Each Letter is the SHEM of YHUH.   SHEM means “name, fame, renown, reputation”.

Where would he have gotten the collection of Letters ? 


‘Everyone’ seems to think MOSHE picked from among hundreds of Egyptian 
Hieroglyph symbols which had been etched in stone for centuries, and correlated them 
to a handful of Hebrew consonant options.

This seems like a reasonable possibility, because “water” is drawn as a horizontal zig-
zag line which looks like a choppy wave surface in both Egyptian and Hebrew 
petroglyph records.


However…


The Hebrew Letters can not be copies of Egyptian Hieroglyphs, though some look 
similar, because the “mind” of the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT is the Language by which the 
Universe was Created as recorded in Genesis Chapter One.

The utterances spoken by the Creator ALHIM are sounds represented by letters which 
had to have been systematized, chronicled , and imbued with meaning previously.

The “Machine” had to be imagined, invented, built, and known to function properly in 
order to empower the words which, when articulated by YHUH Himself, would activate 
or combine with His intent and cause the manifestation- the existence- of the Material 
Cosmos according to “Plan”.

When  AL SHADI  said  “YHY AUR”,  It was in the Language of the Hebrew RUACx.

“Let there be Light” is the ‘upshot’ meaning using English words… 

but, what He actually said…  “YOD-HEI-YOD   ALEF-UAW-RESH”  is that declaration.


Egyptian Hieroglyphs are human attempts to explain a deductive analysis of what was 
made to exist by a powerful entity unknown even to Pharaoh, who supposedly was an 
incarnation of the “divine essence” itself.   

Exodus 5: 2
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“Who is YHUH that I should heed His voice to send out YSRAL ?   I do not know 
YHUH, nor will I send out YSRAL.”

The Letters YOD, HEI, and UAW which compose the name YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI were 
chosen by Himself to be His Name, because of what the letters mean, and the location  
in the Chronological Sequence of the ALEF-BEIT, where they are placed to stand.

Various combinations of these same two letters YOD and HEI are the command to 
“exist”, to “be”… and “not to be”.


“Egyptian Hieroglyphs” are essentially like “Science”- which explains and organizes 
using human logic, but has no “reality” other than its own “saying-so”.   It is based on 
observation, analysis, guesswork, and belief.  It is the very best we humans can do, 
and even perhaps is indeed wrought with integrity and good intent.   

One problem though… any error or lack of total, pure awareness by the human agency 
gets incorporated into the exhibition of explanation, as a type of corruption and thus, 
falsehood.    It is polluted.     Toxic to the soul.

Human frailty and ignorance is a condition, not an indictment of criminality.

Hieroglyphs are the human mind pointing at what was Created.

Egyptian Hieroglyphs describe Egyptian Theology which is not of YHUH, as Pharaoh 
explained he knew nothing about.  Hieroglyphs are images of Egyptian Deities’ SHEM.


ALEF-BEIT  “is” the Creator and His “device” by which all things exist.  ( John 1: 1 )


The Hebrew ALEF-BEIT has no such flaw.

The Hebrew Pictographs relate the Identity and Intent of YHUH the ALHIM of YSRAL.

The Letters are pictures which prophesy of the MASHIACx of YSRAL.

The Letters are coded to three significant disclosures of information- the Seven Day 
Creation, the MISHKAN Pattern, and the MOEDIM - each of which are the personal 
autograph signature of the Creator of Heaven and Earth…

who declares His Name to be as spelled YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI in Hebrew letters.


How can this be so ?     When did YHUH declare His Name spelled in Hebrew ?
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It had to be at the occasion of, or soon after the Burning Bush incident.


Exodus 6: 2

“ALHIM spoke to MOSHE and said to him    ‘ANI  YHUH’ ”

The time was well before the All-Mighty Himself wrote His Name on the Tablets of 
Stone bearing the “Ten Commandments”, by His own Finger.    Exodus 31: 18.

But… did MOSHE have the spelling of that word ? 


Is it possible to find some sort of trail we can sleuth in the TORAH text to indicate 
MOSHE remembered, found, developed, or perhaps even totally invented the Hebrew 
collection of 22 Letters ?


The phonics of a word- the phonetic  ‘syllablization’  of any utterance, can be “reverse-
engineered” by intent listening to common speech.    Today, Wycliff Bible Translators 
are doing this very task, inventing written “alpha-bets” for people groups who speak a 
language yet have no way to write it.    

In the Semitic tradition, each sound is represented by either a consonant or a vowel 
letter.   

Some Cultures may have “strange noises or weird sounds” associated with words as 
part of their language which might need extra markings to designate that idiosyncrasy, 
but Hebrew and its associated Semitic Language group has no such need.   

Every vocalized sound is represented by a consonant, and a smaller collection of vowel 
options are interspersed between them.


Who ever invented the Hebrew-Semitic ALEF-BEIT had to do the exact same task, 
whether it was MOSHE or some other group of people that scholars conjecture about.


Presuming that MOSHE was speaking Hebrew, because it was the Language of 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and Jacob’s twelve sons, and all of the Israelite slaves in 
Egypt… and because he was living with YITRO, his father-in-law who was Priest of 
Midian, who was also a descendant of Abraham…  
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MOSHE would know the words for “fire” and “bush”… but not ever think to spell the 
words… if the Semitic-Hebrew ALEF-BEIT had not been invented yet.   

Let us start there and investigate how MOSHE may have been enabled to invent or 
refine or compile the 22 letter set from the information we read in the Scripture.


The word ‘fire’ is pronounced “eh- -sh” :  two sounds : now written  ALEF- -SHIN.

But let us presume there was no “ALEF” or “SHIN”… yet.

The great Mystery is “what made MOSHE think to transpose two sounds into two 
written shapes ?”


Three times MOSHE complains to ALHIM saying “I am not a man of words, never have 
been…”   Exodus 4: 10,   6: 12,  6: 30… “I have sealed lips !”

then in Exodus 4: 13  he adds… “please send by the hand of whoever you will…”  

Next thing you know, Aaron his brother is already en route to visit him, and it will be 
Aaron who does indeed speak to Pharaoh…

but by the hand of MOSHE, “all the Words of YHUH” were henceforth written.


Exodus 4: 15

YHUH says “I shall be with your mouth and with his mouth, and teach you both what 
you are to do”.


Exodus 4: 11, 12

“Then YHUH said to him, Who makes a mouth for man, or who makes one dumb or 
deaf, or sighted or blind ?  Is it not I, YHUH ?  So now go, I shall be with your mouth, 
and teach you what you should say.”


In Exodus 5, the heavy slave burdens are imposed… 

In Exodus 6, YHUH declares His Name and intent, remembering His Covenant with 
Abraham and we are told of the genealogy of MOSHE and Aaron.

In Exodus 7, the Ten Plagues begin…  and in Chapter 12 is the PESACx.
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Exodus 13: 9… we are told to eat Matzos and tell the story of the Exodus… 

“so that the TORAH of YHUH will be in your mouth”.


13: 16… “And it shall be a sign upon your arm, and an ornament between your eyes, 
for with a strong hand, YHUH removed us from Egypt”


“sign upon your arm” is written :

LAMED-ALEF-UAW-TAV    OYIN-LAMED    YOD-DALET-KAF-HEI  :  

As an ‘oath’- symbolic letter  “conducted by your own hand”  : ALEF-UAW-TAV.


“ornament between your eyes” is written :

LAMED-TET-UAW-TET-PEI-TAV    BEIT-YOD-NOON    OYIN-YOD-NOON-YOD-KAF 

And-  As  “TOTFT”  between your eyes- for you to weigh, measure, evaluate, discuss, 
consider…  TET-PEI  is something about a drip, a dropper of exact measure, as a child 
walking mincingly, small little uneasy but careful steps… 

like arranging letters to spell “words”.


But MOSHE probably still as yet had no time to engage such a task…  

read the narrative of what was going on in these Chapters of Exodus…


In Chapter 14, is the crossing of the Sea of Reeds- YOM SUF

Chapter 15, the Song of Rejoicing … 16, Quail and Manna … 17, Water from the rock.

Chapter 18, MOSHE’s father-in-law, Jethro counsels him to establish leadership and 
judges, because MOSHE has taken on the overwhelming obligation to ‘judge’ or ‘settle 
disputes’ between 3 million people !

Chapter 19, Mount Sinai, the people say “Everything YHUH has spoken, we shall do !”

Ten DEBARIM Commandments are found in Exodus 20.

Chapters 21- 23 are MISHPHATIM : Judgments, “Right-Rulings”, “Ordinances”

“These are the MISHFATIM that you are to place before them”… all verbal…

And still we have no mention of anything ever being written, nor does MOSHE ever 
seem to have the time or wherewithal to sit down and invent a Language of Letters.
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In Chapter 24, verse 3… the people say again they will do all that YHUH has spoken.


Then suddenly in  Verse 24: 4…    MOSHE wrote all the words of YHUH.

After writing all the Words of YHUH… 

Verse 7, 8 … “He took the SEFER HaBRIT :  “Book of the Covenant” and read it in 
earshot of the people, and they said, 

“Everything that YHUH has said, we will do and we will obey !” 

… MOSHE took the blood and threw it on the people, and said, Behold the Blood of 
the Covenant that YHUH sealed with you concerning all these matters.”


24: 12 … YHUH said to MOSHE, Ascend to Me, to the mountain, and remain there, 
and I shall give you the Stone Tablets and the Teaching, and the Commandment that I 
have written, to teach them.


How does MOSHE write the words before YHUH writes them on Stone Tablets ?

MOSHE wrote the Words - Seven Chapters earlier than YHUH wrote them.


NOON-SAMEK-CxET  :  NSCx  :  to formulate, worded, phrased, drafted, copy, text, 
version, formula, pull down, torn away, removed… 

NSCxN  :  one who is versed in the reading of a text.      Which MOSHE became…


So CxET is another pertinent letter which had to instantaneously derive exact meaning.

NOON-SAMEK-UAW-YOD  :  test, trial, experiment, experience, proved, tempted, 
attempted, essay, assay… 

Sure does sound like inventing something… trial and error, various attempts at 
refinement… processing and mulling options…  

HEI-NOON-YOD-CxET-ALEF  :  “this is right- if…”


… or maybe MOSHE got it “down-loaded” to him, no guess-work…

 got it  “write”  ( oops- make that “right”-)  the first time…
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Did MOSHE carve on rocks like the Hieroglyphics are in Egypt… or maybe press wet 
clay tablets with wedges used as imprinting styluses - similar to Cuneiform ?

It does not actually say MOSHE wrote in Hebrew at that occasion.


“SEFER Ha BRIT” - Book or Scroll of the Covenant.

By this description, ‘we think ’ it must have been charcoal ink on lamb-skin vellum…

Where did he come up with that ?


This study and analysis is all based on conjecture, even by our most preeminent of 
Scholars and Cultural Anthropologists.


As Artifacts are unearthed we might presume they are “official texts”.

But people of one culture may have made copies of writing that they remembered 
seeing elsewhere.   Ancient inscriptions are not necessarily indigenous to the people 
group amongst whom they were discovered.   It might just be graffiti.

Hebrews roamed the peninsula of Midian, today known as “Saudi Arabia” - for forty 
years.      As YHUH said, their reputation of distinction would be the Instructions of 
TORAH.   Every person they met along the way learned of this writing.  

Deuteronomy 4: 6, 7 … you shall safeguard and perform them [decrees and 
ordinances] for it is your wisdom and discernment in the eyes of the peoples who shall 
hear all these “CxET-QOOF” …   For what other nation has such an ALHIM who is 
close to it as is YHUH Our ALHIM, whenever we call out to Him ?


Other religions may have interesting and perhaps even enticing rituals and ceremonies.

YHUH told YSRAL to “Listen to My Voice” and “Guard My Instructions” and “Do them”.

The SHABBAT and MOEDIM of Leviticus 23 are the “Regalia” of worship unto YHUH.

We are specifically told    ”Do not copy the other peoples’ rituals of worship to their 
gods and worship Me in like manner”.   


YHUH  gave YSRAL  His Voice speaking Words in the Hebrew Tongue.

Certainly Offerings, but even Music and Prayer is secondary to “Listening and Hearing”
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The objective of this writing and the Graphics on these Cards is to promote that one 
objective.  :    To SEFER the SHEM of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI  in all the Earth.


Exodus 9: 14 and 16  YHUH says … For at this time I shall send all My plagues against 
your heart, and upon your  servants and your people, so that you shall know that there 
is none like Me in all the world… “so that My Name may be declared throughout the 
world”.     Actually it says  “SEFER My SHEM in all the Earth”.


Exodus 13: 7- 10

Matzos shall be eaten throughout the seven-day period, no “CxMTz” may be seen in 
your possession and no “leaven” may be seen in your possession in all your borders.  
And you shall tell your son on that day, saying “it is because of this: that YHUH acted 
on my behalf when I left Egypt.”   And it shall be for you a “Sign on your arm and a 
reminder between your eyes” so that the TORAH of YHUH may be in your mouth”… 

for with a strong hand, YHUH removed you from Egypt.   You shall observe this decree 
at its designated time  “as a MOED”  from year to year”.


*** Note :    “eating Matzos” was instead of reading and writing… it is all verbal.


Exodus 15: 1     Then MOSHE and the Children of YSRAL ‘proactively’ sang this song 
to YHUH, and they declared as a Declaration…   ( Verbally )  

This is My AL,    “I will build Him a Sanctuary”… or “I will abide in his Beauty”… 

or “I will be His Beautiful One”… or “I will adorn myself by His Glory and Prestige”…or 
“I will buy strength by being His delicate vessel”… or “I will bring about His Praise”.


*** Note :  UAW-ALEF-NOON-UAW-HEI-UAW : one word can be translated many ways.


Exodus 15: 26     He said, If your “Hearken” diligently to the Voice of YHUH your ALHIK  
and do what is just in His Eyes, and give ear to His Commands, and observe His 
decrees, then any of the diseases that I placed upon the Egyptians, I will not bring 
upon you, for I Am YHUH your Healer, “YHUH RPhAK”.
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Exodus 17: 14    YHUH said to MOSHE, “Write this as a remembrance in SEFER and 
recite it in the ears of Joshua, that I shall surely erase the memory of Amelek from 
under the Heavens.”


*** Note :  MOSHE is writing before the 10 Commandments were spoken in Chapter 20.


Exodus 18: 19 … the father-in-law of Moses speaking :  Now heed my voice, I shall 
advise you, and may ALHIM be with you.   You be a representative to ALHIM, and you 
convey the matters to ALHIM.   You shall caution the people regarding the decrees and 
teachings, and you shall make them known to the people, the path in which they 
should go and the deeds that they should do.   And you should discern from among 
the entire people, men of accomplishment…

Here at the suggestion of YTRU : “Jethro”, his father-in-law,  MOSHE is encouraged to 
set up a “Priest” and “Judge” system to help him govern the people.


Exodus 19: 3    MOSHE ascended to ALHIM and YHUH called to him from the 
mountain saying,  “So shall you say to the House of YOQB and relate to the Children of 
YSRAL.  You have seen what I did to Egypt and that I have borne you on the wings of 
eagles and brought you to Myself.  And now if you hearken ( listen attentively ) well to 
Me and observe My Covenant, you shall be to Me the ‘Most Beloved Treasure’ of all 
peoples, for Mine is the entire world.   You shall be to Me a Kingdom of Priests- 
KHNYM  :  “KOHENIM”,  and a “GOY  QADOSH”, a “Sacred Nation”.

These are the words that you shall speak to the Children of YSRAL.”


*** Note :  this concept of being Priest of YHUH is offered to all 12 Tribes collectively.

The  “priest / judge” secular occupation suggested by YTRU is different.


Exodus 19: 7     MOSHE came and summoned the elders of the people and put before 
them all these Words that YHUH had commanded him.   The entire people responded 
together and said, “All- Every- Each- Any   that- which- authentic   DBR  YHUH  we do” 
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And MOSHE brought back the words of the people to YHUH.


*** Note :   this event is a Legal Contract whereby our forefathers have committed us 
today by a verbal agreement.

We are partakers of an obligation to regard  “Every single Word” that emanates from 
the Mouth of YHUH our ALHIM” … though various translations may have us believe 
that some Words are not part of those which we are to observe.


Exodus 20: 19- 21     YHUH said to MOSHE,  “So shall you say to the Children of 
YSRAL,  you have seen that I have spoken to you from Heaven.   You shall not make or 
produce or compel any industry  “Me - My ALEF-TAV”  god silver or god gold, do not 
industrialize for yourselves.”     

An altar of earth shall you make for Me, and you shall slaughter upon it your burnt 
offerings and your peace offerings, your flock and your herd ( exiles or explorers ) 

Wherever , HMQOM  :   in every- all- any- each place or time or occasion when it is 
ordained to arise, to be confirmed, given substance, explained, commented on, 
sustained or made to “curdle” as a notable feature… Happiness !  Straightway… 

I will ‘cause- allow- or restore a remembrance of ALEF-TAV- My SHEM :  My Name or 
My Fame or My Reputation in association with My ALEF-TAV…

I will import Myself to arrive toward you, and “I will Bless you”- My BRKT  is yours.”


Verse 22 :     and when you make for Me an Altar of stones, do not build them hewn, for 
you will have “laid waste, desolated with drought the flow of honey- as it were” by 
lifting up your "tool of artifice” and desecrated it by disabling its function to conduct.


Exodus 23: 20

Behold, I send an Angel- Messenger- a manifest expression of exactly what I told you 
to do :  the fullness of your regard- before you preceding your arrival - to ‘protect you 
on the way’- to intimidate by projecting a weakness, emanating out in front of you, as a 
“shotgun -blast” of your majesty,  ‘Samarai’ holding a bent bow, finger on the trigger, 
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“According to the conduct and method of your generation”  but it is according to and 
dependent on what you “bring to the table”… even so, the preparations have been 
made ready. 

 Verse 21  :     take heed specifically, attentively and listen as if it was very easy to 
mistakenly substitute something different.   

Seriously, there is no empty or vain step, he will never transpose your steps - nothing 
he LAMEDs you to ShMR will cause you to lose stride, because My SHEM is what the 
battle is about.

Verse 22  :   For if you hearken to his voice and carry out all that I shall speak, then I 
shall be the enemy of your enemies and persecute your persecutors.

Verse 24   :   Do not prostrate yourselves to their gods, do not worship them, and do 
not act according to their practices.  Rather, you shall tear them apart, and you shall 
smash their pillars.   You shall worship YHUH your ALHEIK and He shall bless your 
bread and your water and I shall remove illness from your midst.


There is no possibility that IVRIT incorporates heathen ideologies into its script.

Where ever the Hebrews went, they became renown for the TORAH which other 
peoples tried to harness as if it was “magic”.     YOSEF himself perpetuated this 
deception as Vizier of Egypt.   He was known as “ZAPHNATH  PONACx”, the Seer of 
the Unseen.   Chief Egyptian.   He did not promote YHUH that we are informed of.  His 
wife was daughter of the Priest of “AN”.   Genesis 41: 45.

The words of YHUH are powerless without His favor dispensed into and through His 
people when they officiate as KOHENIM to the earth.

The “power” is through His RUACx as His people walk in His ways, not as a “spell of 
sorcery” which can conjure evil effects, which people are prone to desire.


Over time, different people groups may have made modifications to the letter set they 
saw elsewhere, to creatively develop their own version fit to their own tribal affiliation 
which we now find as artifacts and try to make sense of.   

The Greek Alpha-Beta has added letters and also flipped the direction by which one 
reads… beginning from the left rather than the right as Hebrew does.   
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None of what we have found is necessarily the first, oldest, or most authentic to have 
been the form MOSHE used in Exodus 24: 4 to write  “… all the words of YHUH…”.


No Egyptian glyph representing one of their “Deities” could be used to write the words 
which both  ‘are with … and are’  the vocalization of “YHUH ALHIM”.

***   The Gospel of John 1: 1 discusses this… which is another matter to be pondered.


Our Theologians and Scholars have told us in no uncertain terms :

MOSHE modified Egyptian hieroglyphs… adapted ‘heathen images of their deities’ in 
order to compose ‘Sacred Script’.

It just did not happen.   Words of YHUH are Hebrew Letters.


YHUH must have given MOSHE all 22 Letters, all at once, in sequence…

or MOSHE could not have written “all the words of YHUH”.


The word “fire” written as ALEF-SHIN would have to have simultaneously been imbued 
with meaning letter-for-letter in relationship to the overall sequence of the 22 Letters.

ALEF is the “plan” that ABBA purposed in His Heart…  

SHIN the monogram of AL  SHADI- the one Letter drawn as two teeth or two teats…

Indicating the duality of it’s reference : purveyor of all benefits, providing all comforts… 

and Destroyer of all opposition, Champion and Defender of YSRAL, His People.


Each Letter design is perfectly elegant …

including the orthographic shape and its clear, evident, simple meaning- and the fit of 
the letter to the “story” when reading the narrative of the sequence of letters.

Each is an exact expression of both the “ALEF of SHIN” and the “SHIN of the ALEF”.

The HEI implanted in SAMEK-NOON which HEI’s the precise communique to Human 
Consciousness as was intended by it’s Author, AL  SHADI… is the Message of Life, 
Love, Liberty, Hope, Restoration, Forgiveness… Intolerance and Vengeance.

Consuming Fire, yet not consuming the Bush, the HSNH.
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The two initial letters of AL. SHADI  are ALEF and SHIN… the word “fire”.

ALEF-LAMED   SHIN-DALET-YOD  :  AL  ShDI


Exodus 6: 3     says that Abraham knew  “the All- Mighty” as “AL  SHADI”…

And by the Name YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI… 

“did I not reveal Myself” 


Some translations pose this as a statement :    did I not  !  reveal Myself !

Some pose it as a rhetorical question :    did I not ?  reveal Myself ? 

… as if the answer would be  “yes, sure you did”.   

Perhaps He did not.  

Perhaps Abraham did not know  AL  SHADI  as  YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI.

No one knows for sure, which is why the translations disagree.

Doctrines spin out of translations.

What we have for sure is that the Sacred Name of the Tetragrammaton- the Four Letter 
Name to remember, or which “propagates the recollection generation after generation” 
was proclaimed by YHUH Himself in Exodus 3 at the occasion of the Burning Bush.


The significance of the Name is found in the spelling of the Name.


YOD :  strong arm, grasping hand, hand and arm of an Artisan… our Creator’s Hand.

HEI :  revealing expression- of the Creator- of the YOD : TORAH Instruction- take heed.

UAW :  HEI as ‘man’- number 6.  The ‘Connector’- handle of the ‘sword’. Intermediary. 

The word made flesh is the TORAH- ‘HEI in UAW format’.  Touchable.  Graspable. 
“MaSHIACx” literally can mean “tangible / touchable - communication / conversation”.

HEI :  similar to the first HEI- revealing expression of the UAW- TORAH Instruction - the 
RUACx HaQODESH leading us to walk in the Way of Righteousness- like YAHUSHA.

YHUH  ACxD. 


SHEMA :  Hear- Listen- Comprehend   “Oh YSRAL…”

YHUH  ALHEINU…  YHUH  ACxD.
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“The four letters are in agreement” ?

The four expressions are singular… Unified…   not in dis-agreement.

Not “contradictory”.   Always delivering the identical revelation.


YAHUSHA was not about His own agenda.  He only said what His Father said.

HEI must equal HEI  :  TORAH and RUACx-Spirit are indistinguishable from each other.

Both HEI’s testify of the veracity- the integrity and truthfulness- of the UAW-man…
bearing witness of the MASHIACx of YSRAL… 

who is the One referenced by each and every one of the 22 Letters…

Pictographically.

One might even picture the Letter UAW as having the two wings of HEI outstretched as 
a MENORAH image, similar to this HSNH picture,  both letters HEI depicting His Glory.


The Letters in sequence are a “riddle” of sorts… hidden… CxET-DALET :  CxD. “hid”

ALEF as a prefix can be saying  “I will…”  as in  “I will hide in this riddle”.

ALEF-CxET is “brother”… DALET is “Door”.

CxET is a fence, a compound, an exclusive area, protected from or kept away from.


The riddle is :  “which brother of ours, fellow human, claimed to be the “Door” of 
access to the ‘otherwise-off-limits’ Bastion-Empire of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI ?”

The answer cannot vary from the testimony attested to by any of the 22 Letters.

What is the “voice of each Letter” ? 

Not exactly “what does each Letter ‘mean’”… but, what concept does each represent.


“In-between” each of two letters in the sequence is an inferred transition, a morphing 
of one to the next…

How does the voice of the first Letter “become” the voice of the second Letter ?

What change happens to the state or status of the first voice in order to next speak as 
heard in the second voice ?
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ALEF :  sourced from Ha SHEMAYIM :  the Heavens- beyond the scope of the Cosmos

     :  From infinite essence, He took on “finitude”- the finite- the form

BEIT :  materialized, embryonic form, the “One” reaching out to “Other”

     :  “Suited-up” to enter the playing field- engage the game action which He designed

GIMEL :  voyager, on a mission of retrieval, boomerang forth-and-back-and-forth again

      :  Cutting all ties, burning the boats, no bridge for which to escape, win-or-fail

DALET :  entering Earth through the maternal matrix, impoverished of previous stature, 
to be the Door, declaring the Door, to recover the otherwise lost and irrecoverable

     :  “the Prince and the Pauper story”, the Master shrouded in disguise as the fool

HEI :  disclose the predicament, be obvious- but camouflaged  : BEIT-GIMEL-DALET

     :  engage the peril, grapple with the woes of the human condition, “Grok Adam”

UAW :  Be the man.   The one to grab hold of, put to the nail.   Bridge the chasm.

     :   experience the maximum, be the ultimate archetype, ‘be’ pinnacle of the temple

ZAYIN :  distinguished- a spectacle of honor- adorned by weapons- cut off

     :  suffer         …         ( the question remains- ‘why ?’ )

CxET :  banished- excluded- entombed in a crypt- the encrypted word

     :  lost, alone, alienated, disconnected

TET :  the full measure of the ‘human experience’- dead, ‘crushed’, and cursed

     :  sealed, the ultimate destiny-  “burn in Hell”

YOD :  personal responsibility, “by My own hand…”, ‘not-a-victim’, take hold of it 

     :  even this… the bad is good, containing the necessary elements for ‘better’

KAF  :  According to Script, as Planned- with a Purpose, “not-a-surprise”, this- for you

- - -   this by My Hand for the sake of empowering your hand  / something got changed

     :   participation is integral, not the audience- your hands are on the helm of ‘destiny’

LAMED  :  “teach and learn”,  the Script is written in TORAH- study the text- prevail

- -   encoded - code instructions by which to function successfully  /  Psalm 119: 18

       ARTz :  “I will run the course” proving it works as designed.  ‘not only in theory’

     :  paving the way, conducting the path, ensuring success- prototype pioneer run

MEM  :  from the depths of carnage and chaos…the planted seed of life is incubated 

     :  go to the place of no return… and return, build a new ‘reality’, change the universe

NOON  :  upheaval in the Netherworld, turmoil in the depths, Jubilee of restoration
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     :  the ‘established order’ is re-established by His tangibly engaged intervention

SAMEK  :  At the structural level of atomic configuration- a new prototype model

     :  however it was that the first was ‘built’- now the program is mechanically modified

OYIN  :  gestating like an embryo in an egg, perfect balance, making use of every 
resource which had been input to the yoke by behavior previous to the ZAYIN-Death

     :  ‘no Quark left behind”, every micro-element of Creation re-utilized… as a ‘rule’

PEI  :  the hidden is revealed, latent potential is manifest,  true colors exhibited

     :  the ‘sacredness” of every piece made known, appreciated at value, in awe

TzADI  :  emergence, sprouting, re-introduction of the re-formed from the yoke slurry 

     :  the ‘Goal’ is the event- not the conclusion of it,  as flavor and as music- in process

QOOF  :  Future realized,  the hoped for “is.”  Opportune occasion given space to exist

     :  a Time Allowance for expression is factored in to the equation- no hurry, be happy

RESH  :  untouchable dominance, honorable integrity in full bloom

     :  Success.   “it works”

SHIN  : Summertime Splendor, Solar Maximum, reveling in the expression- life on Earth

     :  Epitome of purpose… “I will be your ALHIM and you will be My people”

TAV  :  Conclusion of the Matter,  on to the next undisclosed agenda… 

     :  this Gamut has simply been preparatory for what follows, to equip the crew…


These ‘Poetically Subjective’ assessments have been derived by comparing :

The Seven Days of Creation order of events

YOM  HaSHABBAT and the Seven MOEDIM of Leviticus 23 as a progressive story

MISHKAN Pattern of Exodus 25

Daniel 12: 4-conclusion

The narrative concerning Arrival, Crucifixion and Resurrection of YAHUSHA  

Beatitudes of Matthew 5

Pictographic Letter concepts

A consideration of “Why does the Earth and the Universe and ‘me’ exist ?”

A pondering of “What did YAHUSHA ‘do’ while dead for 3 days and 3 nights ?”

What do the TANAK Writings tell us about “Re-Confederating the 12 Tribes of YSRAL” 

Translation of various Hebrew words which seem to fit the context appropriately.
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These 44 statements compose the Phantom “Theory of Everything”…

And outline the purpose or accomplishments of YAHUSHA’s earthly expedition without 
placing Doctrine or Religious Belief or Biased Understanding into the mix…

which is hardly possible.


These 44 statements chronicle the essence of each Letter as fits His Mission Objective.


***************************************************


NAM   YHUH   :   translated as   “The Word of  YHUH”  

     or     “thus saith the Lord”


    NOON-ALEF-MEM  :  to make a speech, utter, to speak, 

  give an address, declare a prophecy.


NOON-ALEF-MEM-NOON  :   steadfast, sure, true, firm, faithful, reliable

NOON-ALEF-MEM-NOON-UAW-TAV  :  confidence, trustworthiness, reliability

ALEF-MEM  :   mother, metropolis, womb, nation, if, whether, on the condition of…

                        A ‘female screw-nut’ which threads onto a ‘male-bolt’

ALEF-MEM-NOON. :  “Amen”, true, trained, educated, confirmed, accredited, certain,

                                    Fidelity, artist, master, workman, craftsman, specialist

ALEF-MEM-NOON-HEI  :  Pilaster, column, post, education, truth, credit, Covenant


****  a very interesting MShL :  metaphor    

ALEF-MEM-NOON-UAW-NOON  :  AMNUN  is the Tilapia fish… 

‘AM’ is  “mother”,  and  ‘NUN’ is considered “fish”.   

The mother Tilapia hatches the spawn in her mouth.

We can note that similarly,  YHUH “hatches” us in His Mouth.


We are told to  “seek His Face” -  II Chronicles 7: 14

“Face” is PEI-NOON-YOD-MEM  :  PNYM
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PEI is “mouth”

NOON is “what jumps out of the harboring environment or habitat” … 

which in the ALEF-BEIT sequence is MEM.  

NOON following MEM is a picture of a fish jumping out of a pool of water.

But here is PEI, so we can read that NOON is jumping out of a ‘mouth’.   

NOON-YOD-MEM is “sleepy” or “hair” or “capillary”-  a derivative spelling is 

NOON-UAW-MEM  meaning both to  “slumber” or  “to speak”.   

HEI-NOON-YOD is “these, pleasurably”.   

NOON-YOD-MEM  are then “Dormant letters, a silent maze of thin little lines”

Every strand, the tiniest capillary… Scripted Words … designed to incubate life.

Every Word, every Letter that emanates from His Mouth delivers NOON- Vitality. 

We can “seek His Face” by searching to comprehend His words and “be there” with 
them…  this is a formula for “Prayer’ :  

              learn how to read Scripture in Hebrew.

             “His exact Utterance in IVRIT” … figure out what He meant 

             wrap your heart around it as if wrestling with capillaries- a bunch of spiders

             offer yourself up to Him in response, engaged with each word, entangled

Again a “MiShLe” which is a  metaphor or analogy or ‘word picture’ as a parable, we 
can see our Great-great-great-great… Grandaddy YOQB wrestling with the Message.


MEM-LAMED-ALEF-KAF  is “sent to communicate” which could be both an Angel and 
the Communique which the Angel was delivering from ‘on High’.

ALEF-KAF literally means “only- your ALEF- I will project / towards you - your strength”

Why on earth would he do that… wrestle with an Angel all night through…

then demand to get ‘blessed’ or else he would not let the Angel go at morning.

Why, that is like grappling to understand these words and not quitting to sleep until we 
glean some ‘Divine Insight’. 

He received the blessing of getting his name changed.   YOQB  became YSR-AL.

He who follows after, being hindered, restricted-  but keeps reaching for success…

He will unfasten… un-burdened- be released, saturated - sustained to dwell luxuriantly, 

he will be allowed, permitted- to minister as a ruler, a chief-  a poet, a composer…
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One who can sing chains into bracelets, putting power on exhibition - worthily.

SHIN-YOD-RESH-UAW-NOON 

He assembles a collection which provides pasture for rejoicing- a ‘unified field theory’.

SHIN-YOD-RESH-HEI

A caravan which attends to the needs for travelers. 

“Words of delight and Words of truth, recorded properly”-  are a cistern for refreshing. 
Sharp, pointed and pieced together… revealing a unity of purpose and aim…

Wisdom for the wayfarer.

As summarized by Kohelet,    Ecclesiastes 12: 10-14


Red Wax Signet Seal  :  NAM  YHUH   :   Decree of the Emperor YHUH


Solid.   True.   Absolute.   Stalwart.   Sure to deliver as promised… all the Hosts of 
Heaven are enlisted to enforce it.   It will not and can not fail.  

What ever it states, if we are in League with it, we are in good standing.

What ever the Intent of it…  if we align our heart, our perspective, our consciousness, 
our “point of view”, our aspirations, our hopes, our actions and life energy to be in its 
flow of progression… wherever it is going- we will be there with it.


So What ?  


Decree of Emperor YHUH

Maker thus Possessor of Heavens and Earth, Time and Eternity, all Creatures and Man

He says :

      ALEF-BEIT-GIMEL-DALET-HEI-UAW-ZAYIN-CxET-TET-TOD-KAF-LAMED-MEM-

                     NOON-SAMEK-OYIN-PEI-TzADI-QOOF-RESH-SHIN-TAV


Everything else is a variety and assortment, explanation and commentary of that there.

Our mission, should we choose to accept it, is to “Hear, Believe, and Do” what He said.


And we know that ALEF will TAV.
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And we know that we have His full attention with warm affection, RCxM.

And we know He prevails against any and all disagreement, rebellion or contradiction.

Trust and Obey.  What did He say ?  ( Read ‘em and weep )  ‘Return with all your heart’. 

TESHUVA  BKL  LBBK

It seems reasonable to think that perceiving the meaning of this string of  22  Letters 
could be the most important endeavor, the pinnacle of any human pursuit, surpassing 
the significance of any exploit of prowess or purchase of material benefit on this earth.


Because, if the postulate is correct, this phrase of 22 Letters including the depth of 
what each letter “means”, was invented before Genesis Chapter One, thus is “RUACx”.


“SELAH”    stop and ponder that for a moment or two… the most incredible thing.




            ALEF-TAV   TAV-BEIT-YOD-NOON-TAV   HEI-MEM-SHIN-KAF-NOON

            This statement spoken by YHUH our ALHIM is found in Exodus 25: 9

 - - - It may be read to say :  My son Mediating the Signatories of the Covenant

       Terms and Stipulations of relationship between YHUH  TzBAUT and  YSRAL


Is all this really necessary ?

300 cards ?

“Study to show yourself approved, as a workman who needs not be ashamed”

Study what ?!

Study how ?!

No mandate has been given to us.   This here is an offering to facilitate the doing of it.


“Our Father’s Voice” …   spoke to us in Hebrew … and we have ‘no clue’.
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Each image in this  “Array” is one of the card faces of the eriktology Study Card deck.


They are arranged here in rows of “Suits” and columns of “Value”.


Each row is a font of script, an actual Historical expression of the Semitic Alpha-bet.

Each column is one of the Letters in its sequence order, the ‘value’ is its identity.


As is the Hebrew format, the list reads from right-to-left on the page.

This booklet will elaborate each suit- each font set- each Orthographic variation.


The study or regard of each Letter is the nature of the “eriktology” study.
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The work pronounced “erik” or “Orek” is the Hebrew word spelled OYIN-RESH-KAF.


Prepare, assess, appraise, estimate, arrange, evaluate, appreciate…

Lexicon, Archives, Museum, Registry, Chart- order, column, and row…

All are meanings of the word ORK.    

The  “Study” of which is “eriktology”.


To ‘prepare’ a banquet…  as a Bride prepares for her Wedding day… Eureka !

all are meanings of the same word  :  “AYIN-RESH-KAF” :  “erik”.

The Habitat of Letters is the Alpha-bet.

The word “wilderness” in Hebrew is MIDBAR, which also means “Place of words”

The word HEI-BEIT-TET is the root word for “habitat” and means “look at pronouncing”

which is a combination of sight and sound which is the eriktology Paleo Hebrew study.


The word for “Nation” also means “as I navigate, meditate, and spell words” : GOY

At the Tower of Babel, the Nations were separated by Languages.  Genesis 10: 5, 11: 7

Zephaniah 3: 9 speaks of the “Restoration of a Pure Tongue” so we can all worship or 
serve together with a united resolve- or ‘common shoulder’.

Heave-Ho


Top Row :   MISHKAN Pattern as mentioned in Exodus 25.

eriktology elucidates that this Pattern of the Tabernacle which MOSHE was instructed 
to “build and set-up ‘in the wilderness’” is the Fractal Model for the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT 
as well as all Creation.

The ALEF-BEIT itself is a “flow-chart” and a “story-board”… a “comic-strip” of images  
which narrate a “Progression of Concepts” in a specific Sequence which can be 
interpreted as a “picture” if they are connected together “dot-to-dot” as a constellation 
in the night sky might be imagined, each Letter being one of the star-dots.
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The MISHKAN Pattern correlates to the MOEDIM of Leviticus 23 and the Genesis 1 
Creation schedule of events.   Connecting the Festivals together as “dots” creates a 
narrative, rather than seeing them as only a list of Calendar Observances.

Corresponding the MOEDIM to the Letters puts both into a different dimensional focus.

The Hebrew words spelled by those Letters also expresses a perspective on each 
matter. 

As teeth on a key, the groupings of Letters make a difference.

This is a  “Secret Code”.     SAMEK-UAW-DALET.     “Not for everybody”    “Mystery”

‘somebody is going to complain about this, not seeing its legitimacy’.    That is okay.

This Pattern is the First-Order established  “In the Heavens” - before Earth was made…

Hence, the “clouds” background.


Paleo Letters  :  “Pure-White”   as full-spectrum Light contains all the colors in perfect 
balance.  Each background color is synchronized to the colors of “The Chart” of 2010- 
showing the progressive development of each letter group and what each Letter 
“means”.   The shape of each Letter is called  “Ortho-graphy”.

A skeletal, engineered structure such as a trellis- is a SAMEK concept.

A vitality, a thought, a spark or ‘jump’ of action is a NOON concept.

Each Paleo Letter is drawn as a design combination of “shape plus meaning”.

The Orthography of each Letter is “self-expressive” of its own voice.

The Creator of Heaven and Earth designed and ordained and placed each Letter.

Our Human task is to hear, regard, and act upon the intended communication.

The Message better be clear and distinct, or “its not our fault”… this particular set of 
letter shapes was determined to be the clearest expression which would facilitate each 
Letter’s own voice being heard, allowing us to perceive as accurately as possible.
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Pictograph  :  At the heart of each Letter is an “Ideal”, yet any attempt to portray that  
by a picture is “pale” in comparison.   

Each Letter is “Hyper-dimensional” in scope, or value, or impact- in that the entire 
Universe was formulated and built according to this simple collection of Letters.   

Each Letter has a “Name” which is a “Word” that means exactly what the picture of 
that letter is of… but the “words” can mean different things, yet all are true to the Ideal.

It gets more complex from there.

As a line-drawing of each Letter’s most simplistic reference, pictographs are the 

“BEIT-perspective”, usually a basic noun-type concept-object.


In this assortment of Cards, the pictograph sketches are more esoteric…

Still basic-noun-objects… but in regard to the “SAMEK-UAW-DALET” of YHUH.  
“SOD”.   Or  SUD actually.   Secret, hidden, foundational.  

“underneath and upon which everything else is built”


OYIN-DALET / OYIN-TAV means “Until the Time” as written in Daniel 12: 4.

OYIN-DALET / OYIN-TAV is the key to accessing the meaning of each Letter.

“AYIN the DALET” in conjunction with “AYIN the TAV”.   Then each picture opens-up.

YAHUSHO claimed to be “The DALET”.     

Without that insight of seeing regard of YAHUSHO, we are blind.

To “OYIN the DALET” is to “hear YAHUSHO claiming to be the Door”.


Without knowing that a “TAV” is a mark or sign or insignia, a signing of an agreement, 
and the letters of intent used to spell the words of that agreement, the SEFER is 
Sealed, and we are easily led astray in ignorance of  “SHIN-BEIT-OYIN”.  The Vow. 


To “OYIN the TAV” is to realize the so-called “Old Covenant” is still in force.
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The Letter OYIN is drawn as an “eyeball” or a “Fruit with stem and seed”, but the word 
(usually pronounced “AYIN”) means to observe, weigh carefully, balance exactly, regard 
intently, and realize that every action has an equal and opposite re-action which is a 
picture of “just and true” Scales of Balance… which is a graphic representation of the 
concept of  “MISHFAT”… which is also the foundation of the Throne of YHUH.


* Note :  OYIN and AYIN are interchangeable spellings, exactly the same word, though 
better pronounced as “GhAYIN” with a slight ‘guttural’ rasp sound.





Gematria  is simply “number value”… yet some folks consider the number value to be 
an Oracle or “Cryptic Prophecy”.   That concept is not addressed here.   

Hebrew does not use “Arabic Numerals” as Numbers.  

Hebrew uses the Letters in their sequence order as numbers, fit to “base ten”.   

The eleventh letter is the number twenty.   

After the number 90 is the number 100.   

The five “SOFITE Letters” are 500- 900.

ALEF is both the number One and  the word for ‘Thousand’.

Whether or not a number “means” something, is purely subjective.

EW Bullinger wrote a Book about ‘Numbers in Scripture’ over a hundred years ago.  
The credibility of the concept was based on his doctrines, and counting the frequency 
of words used, and the location of certain words in various numbered Chapters.

The Universe is built on Mathematics.   Astounding patterns are to be expected.

Letters spell words, Letters are also Numbers… words have a number value…

What does it all mean ?   

“What’s it all about … Alphie ?”   (those are words of an old song)

“ALEF-LAMED-PEI-YOD” would be pronounced “Alphy”…  meaning “I am Taught”, 
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“My mouth is domesticated, fit to the Instructions of ALHIM- His TORAH”, 

“I am of the House of YHUH, I know His Voice”.

This is exactly what the essence of human existence “is all about”… ALPhY.


Modern Hebrew / Chaldean Flame Letters / Square Script


This writing style has been used since the days of Ezra the Scribe about 500 BCE after 
the Jews egressed from their Captivity in Babylon.   Cyrus the Persian Emperor sent 
them back home with full funding and Military escort to rebuilt Jerusalem and their 
Temple.   “Chaldeans” is a term for the occupation that we might refer to as “Shaman” 
or “Medicine Man” or “Witchdoctor”-  otherwise known as Magi or Magicians or 
Astrologers or Wise Men of Chaldea, of which, Daniel was Chief.    

Daniel was instructed by the Arch-Angel Gabriel to “Hide the words and Seal the Book 
until the time of the end” in chapter 12, verse 4 of his book.

The eriktology speculation is that Daniel converted the Paleo format to this Flame 
format to accomplish the deed… and so it bears his signature “Chaldean”.

The final five SOFITE letters are a “mini-alphabet”, only used when they appear as the 
final letter of a word.    Paleo did not use SOFITE Letters.

The concept of Black-fire and White-fire is a ‘Mystical- Esoteric’ term of “reading 
between the lines” or actually “reading between the letters”.    

The eriktology study suggests that the “SOFITE mini-alphabet” can be read as a 
cryptic message aside from, yet similar to, the message of the ALEF-BEIT  “at-large”.




Post-Modern Contemporary Cursive Script
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Used since the close of the Twentieth Century, this letter-set is typical in the land of 
Israel today.     Here it is drawn atop an Aqueous background… watery.   Fluid.

Cursive letters are suggestive of  ‘ripples in the water’.

The letters shapes are void of meaning, but carry exactly the same phonetic references 
as every other iteration as consonants of the Semitic Script.


Flames and Water move around, non-static, erratic…  impressionist art-like. 

Both are aptly suitable to hide the encryption, maintain the obfuscation for 2500 years.




Petro-glyphs  are graphics scrawled on rocks.  Various designs have also been found 
on pottery and walls and artifacts around the world.  The most ancient Middle-Eastern 
Petroglyphs are  regarded as being similar to ( thus probably a variation of ) Hebrew 
letter shapes.  The best that Archeologists and Anthropologists can determine is to 
date these scrawlings to 1500- 1200 BCE which is the era of Moses and Joshua.   

Numerous artifacts found in Israel with this writing style date to about 1000 - 900 BCE 
which is the time of David and Solomon.


Jeff Benner’s Ancient Hebrew study uses these letter shapes.


Writing of this vintage sometimes had no linear format.   It was written in circles or 
haphazardly or went back-and-forth as a plow would traverse a field.   It seems that 
until this era, there was no established regimen or record of Scholastic Authority until 
Solomon put his hand to these things in the “Book of Ecclesiastes”.  

Perhaps “Shlomo” was the one responsible for grammar and syntax. 

QHLT - ‘Qohelet’ or as some write ‘Koheles’- Chapter 7: 24, 25 and Chapter 12: 9, 10.

QOOF-HEI-LAMED-TAV means “Preacher” as in the word ‘ecclesiastic’ or ‘eklesia’.
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Other neighboring Cultures borrowed, modified, and subtracted and added to the 
script.   No one knows how or by whom any artifact came to be, nor how the words 
were actually pronounced, or even if the words on any artifact were spelled “properly”.

This style of writing : the “Semitic Alpha-bet” - is considered to be the greatest human 
“invention” of all time.

The unique attribute of this writing style is “phonics” : the correlation of a “sound” to a 
single “Letter” which are compounded together to structure “words”.   There is no clear 
Archeological record that any other people-group had ever done such a thing.




Greek was originally a copy of the Paleo Hebrew known as Phoenician, which 
presumably was developed in the ‘Lebanese’ City of Byblos around 1050 BCE.

Around 500 BCE the Greek Alpha-Beta was changed to be read from left-to-right, 
opposite of the Hebrew.   At the same era, “abstract” and “linear” thinking developed 
as an expression of Greek Culture while Mathematics, Philosophy, and History became 
developed subjects.   There is a consideration that the change in direction of writing 
has engaged the opposite hemisphere of the Brain, giving it “dominance” , which has 
allowed for a different perception, organization, and engagement of the world.


To “return” to engage writing from the reverse direction : right-to-left, must have an 
effect that has not been experienced ever before, because the previous occasion when 
the Hebrew was “Lingua Franca” : the “common tongue” -was without the regard of 
the “Greek oriented advantage”.   

This present activity is a novel occasion in Human Cultural development at large…

It was only since the late 1800’s that Hebrew has been restored as a useful -“living” 
language, due to the efforts of Eliezar Ben Yahuda.
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Greek has deleted the TzADI Letter and added five supplements at the end of the list.

Greek letters are regarded as having a “mystical” or “esoteric” meaning, and are 
frequently used in Mathematical equations, as a type of “Language of Science”.

The Mystical meaning is not necessarily the same as the Scientific meaning.




English is a variation of Latin which was used by Rome, developed by the Thracians of 
what is now Romania.  This letter style is a modified version of Greek.


The Letter ‘J’ was added in the early 1600’s as a secondary form of the Letter ‘I’.


Latin letters are used to form Numbers known as “Roman Numerals”.


The English use of letters has absolutely no regard of any Letter “meaning” anything.

English has virtually become the “Universal Language” of this age.

The “Zeit Geist” : “Spirit of this Age” may be a product of its influence.


Many European and African languages are of the “Semitic Language Group” in that 
they use the phonetic-consonant structure to form the spelling of words.

Though Arabic uses an “Alpha-bet” very similar to and related directly to “Hebrew”,

the letters are virtually unrecognizable as being associated by orthographic form.


 

Pictures of various  "eriktology stickers” which are here a suit of the Playing Cards  

correlated to each of the Letters in such a way that one may SEFER a story line.
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This set of Graphics illustrates a story narrative that develops as it progresses through 
the ALEF-BEIT sequence letter-by letter.   Scriptural concepts are strung together as 
“beads on a string” based on an analysis of statements made to the Nation of YSRAL 
by YHUH concerning their prestige of being His Favored People, their exile from the 
land for being wicked, and their future recovery for returning to righteousness.


Thus, the ALEF-BEIT is a “Story-Board”… of an Animated Film as it were.

The Chronological Sequence is orchestrated from on High.  The essence of each Letter 
specifically fits the series as it is placed to interface with both the previous and 
subsequent Letters.


In the following write-up, a few Scripture passages are referenced which are at the 
heart of what each graphic is depicting.




Compilation Cards  :  each card is composed of all Nine of the Font Styles which are 
the previously described other Card Faces.   The Paleo version is in the center, Greek 
and Latin in the lower corners, Modern Hebrew in the top two corners.

The font faces are orchestrated to picture backgrounds of Earth, Air, Fire, and Water.

Similarly, one might see Solid, Liquid, Gas, and Plasma.

The two metals Bronze and Iron are referencing Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream and the 
Statue which Daniel interpreted the meaning of in Daniel Chapter 2.




The Shields Project   -   Spirals of Words   -   the CxULH  sand dance :  listen, repeat
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These are Eleven Shields of Scripture verses written in Paleo Hebrew as prototype of a 
proposed series of 200, following after the notion that Solomon had made 200 of gold.

As Playing Cards in this set, they are supplemental- for auxiliary purposes.


The intention is to produce each in a 30 inch diameter for use as a Playing Board.

Ezekiel 43: 12   :   SBIB   SBIB   QDSh   QDShIM    “ this is the teaching…”





ALEF  -  Exodus  3: 14   ALEF-HEI-YOD-HEI declares His SHEM translated  “I Am”.

                            20: 1   ALEF-NOON-KAF-YOD    “I Am YHUH your ALHIM…”
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              Isaiah   44: 24    I Am YHUH Who has Made Everything… of My Own Accord.

                           48: 12- 13   I Am He, the First and the Last.   My Hand has laid the 

                         foundation of the Earth and My Right Hand measured out the Heavens.


Psalm 24:  the Earth belongs to YHUH and the fullness thereof, the World and they who 
dwell therein.  For He has founded it upon the sea and established it upon the floods.


The picture is expressing Hands of Creator, carefully holding and sustaining.  Both 
hand positions are what the pictogram of Letter KAF “says” : spread out fingers 
showing lines like rows, and a cupped position, as if cradling or covering.   

The concept of “strong working hand” and "powerful capability” is the Letter YOD.  
YOD and KAF are the two letters which are drawn as a “hand” in some aspect. 

The Earth image is vaporous, illusory compared to the ‘solid’ essence of the Hands 
image.    The Spirit is more “real” than the Physical, the “unseen” is more solid than 
what is seen or perceived by our senses.   YAHUSHO walked through solid walls after 
He Resurrected from the dead, because He was then of more substance than the wall.


BEIT -    Jeremiah 31: 20- 21   Set your heart upon the route you are walking… return

              to these as arranged in order- as prepared since the beginning.

              (the typical translation reads : “these cities of yours”)

                                7: 3- 26    Listen to My Voice… or  Hosea 2: 8, then return to YHUH


ADAM was given the option of “with or against”, and allowed autonomy.

YSRAL was uniquely favored with intimate relationship and revelation.

We have all gone astray, gotten lost or have inherited being banished from the Way.
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The “Map of Return to Sanity and Favor” is the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT.

The interim condition is a way hedged by thorns, which is the present ‘status quo’.

The ALEF-BEIT is a “Secret Treasure Map”.  

A concept of each letter is drawn as a clue to be followed sequentially, in proper order. 

Absorb and “become” the meaning of each Letter, one after the next in the ‘alphabetic’ 
order they appear at the bottom right.   Each Letter illustrates a “truth” which we each 
need to have the Mind of, as the Letter to the Phillipians instructs :

“Let this mind be in you which was also in  MASHIACx - YAHUSHA”.
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When we become likeminded, as befit by these 22 Letters, we become the Treasured 
possession of YHUH, which is our greatest treasure.   Malaki 3: 16

Those who contemplate and discuss the SHEM of YHUH, get their own SHEM : name -    
written in an exclusive Scroll, a “Special Book” kept right there beside His Throne. 




GIMEL -  Isaiah 30: 15-18  … therefore you will flee, but your pursuers will be swifter.

              “For ALHI  MISHFAT  YHUH- praiseworthy are all who have fun regarding Him”

               Hosea 14: 3- 4    Take words with you and return to YHUH…

               Isaiah 44 : 21- 23   Remember… YSRAL is fashioned to be My servant

               Jeremiah 4: 1- 2,  11- 18   Repent or Besiegers are invading like a storm

                               6: 22- 23     Norsemen.    Against you, O Daughter of TzION.
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                               17: 10    A man’s own way is returned upon his head.


Whether exiled, forsaken, or explorers- what ever the reason we find ourselves away 
from “Home”… lost, enslaved, casually wandering… perhaps we were the invaders…

The circumstances of YSRAL being  “Lost at Sea” or  “Missing in Action”  is a 
“condition” with a “Remedy”.    TESHUVA to the DEBARIM.    Return to the Words.

GIMEL :  the letter shaped like a “boomerang”.   The Ejected- Returns.

Jeremiah 4: 1   If you repent, O YSRAL… you will return to Me - NAM  YHUH

Jeremiah 3: 8, 11  … I divorced- wayward YSRAL because of her adultery… 

                                  though she was more virtuous than Unfaithful YHUDH.


The Phoenicians were actually the Tribes of YSRAL, having lost their identity, and 
relabeled as such by the Greeks.  Phoenicians lived in what is now called Lebanon but 
were masterful Sailors and Merchants who traversed the whole Earth about 1000 BCE.

They typically had carved a Horse-Head as Sprite on their ships.

Norsemen were more prone to have a Dragon’s Head on their boats.

This picture is a Phantom Ship of men-at-oars plying through the dense fog with their 
Shields at the gun-wales as they did, intended for intimidation and protection.


We are likewise Navigating our Odyssey of 2730 years… which at this turn, at this 
opportunity according to the Map, means we are to be “heading home”.

The word “Navy” comes from ‘Navigation’ which also means ‘literacy- spelling words’.

The word ‘Notary’, watchman, and Nutria (the aquatic rodent) all stem from the same 
word : NOON-UAW-TET-RESH.   A Sailor is a  NOON-UAW-TET. 


It seems we are somewhere around  AYIN-PEI-TzADI…

Eyes opening, Mouth opening, spreading wings for flight, resurrecting from being lost 
and presumed dead… or indeed dead yet being brought to life like Ezekiel 37 says…

EPHRAIM waking up and returning to his senses as in Jeremiah 31…. Being instructed 
to make ‘highway markers, road signs, stepping stones’ to conduct his heart according 
to the Way he ought to be going… is the remedy He has given us.
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Isaiah 30: 12-18 describes the problem we generated for ourselves… 

AShRI  KL-CxUKY  LU :  this is written under the picture of the Oar-Ship : 

Praiseworthy, Blessed, Happy  / all  /  My fun, laughter, palate  /  Him, His way, His lead 

YHUH is ALHIM of MISHFAT : justice, balanced scales, mirrored reciprocation. 

Our exile of GIMEL-LAMED turns on and returns on - our own disposition and activity.


DALET - Proverbs 3: 3  Truth and Kindness will not fail you.   Bind them upon your

               neck, write them on the ‘locket of your heart’

               Psalm 115: 1, 9   YSRAL- Trust confidently in YHUH

               Exodus 3: 15   ALHIM of ABRHM, YTzCxQ, YOQB
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The nature of our relationship with YHUH is pioneered by our Patriarchs Abraham, 
Isaac, and Yacov.  Their names are associated with being “Airborne”, hence the two 
emblems retrospective of Military insignia.    AMT is Truth.   CxSD is Kindness.


ABRHM :  strong, pinions, fly, soar

YTzCxQ :  laughter, sport, amusement- imitate righteousness as law and custom…

                 Dazzling, glowing, bright, clear… sort of like a Fireworks Display

YOQB :  overreach, supersede, cubed, leap up into the third dimension, consequence,

              Wake of a ship, following at the heel, footprints, reward for an action


YHUH refers to Himself as their ALHIM as a proud Father would.  Our absolute 
assurance and tranquil security in His SHEM provides us to be of Kindness and Truth, 
because we have nothing to lose by being so, and everything to lose if not so.

DALET : the Door, impoverished, weakened.  To be pulled out and to be raised up.  

Amos 4: 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 … all these bad things happened to you, yet you have not

                                          returned to Me -  NAM  YHUH.

Amos 9: 9 … I will shake out the House of YSRAL among all the nations…

           9: 11 … I will raise the fallen Booth of David, I will build it up as in days of old.

Amos 5: 4 … For thus says YHUH to the House of YSRAL, Seek Me and Live !


“Seek” is “DROSH” : Study, Inquire of, seek with application following, expound upon, 

“interpretation of Scripture”, thesis, dissertation, analytical examination of something 
wanted or needed.

Search the written text as if the key to End our Exile was to be found encrypted there.

“Key” is MEM-PEI-TAV-CxET : that which opens, the tool to do the opening.

The Door is disclosed by YAHUSHO, as it is claimed by Him to be Himself.

A  Door presents a “choice”, an opportunity of change.

The “change” we seek is the return to ABBA’s favor, to behold His Face.

Psalm 91: 14  speaks of positioning us  ALEF-SHIN-GIMEL-BEIT-HEI-UAW :  

                      set on high, lofty, elevation, inaccessibly high, very strong protection.

                      And  PEI-LAMED-TET-HEI : to “flit” away as an escaped sparrow.
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Alberta flower


HEI -  Jeremiah 1: 11- 12  ‘Almond’ is the same exact word as ‘Industrious, diligent’… 

                                       also ‘zealous’  spelled SHIN-QOOF-DALET. 

          Isaiah 47: 5-7   … you did not remember I inscribed the future of My people.

                                       “It is Written”

IVRIT- Hebrew is all about word-play…   Puns and Idioms.

‘They say…’ that Greek is a linear thought pattern, while Hebrew is a cyclical thinking.

Here is a “Circle-Word”, as well the ALEF-BEIT written in a circular motif…

also a sentence written ‘circus-like’… ‘kirke’

It makes no difference where you begin or end to read, there is no beginning or end- 
we seem to be trapped like a bug in a jar… a ‘petrie-dish’… 
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Must be a Lab-experiment of some sort… a NOON-SAMEK-UAW-YOD


Looking here at the “circle-word” starting with HEI and ALEF, reading every three and 
four letters in sequence around the circle.  

This is just “messin’ with words”…  “playing with the Dictionary”… seeing if it works…

And, “whaddaya know… it seems like it actually can mean something…”


HEI-ALEF :   Lo, Behold this

ALEF-HEI  :  My expression

ALEF-HEI-YOD-HEI  :  I Am

HEI-YOD-HEI  :  exist, to be

YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI  :  He will cause to exist

HEI-UAW-HEI  :  exist,  the destroyed

UAW-HEI-BEIT-HEI  :  giving, love

HEI-BEIT-HEI  :  give her, hope, a bright future

BEIT-HEI-QOOF-HEI  :  shining, glowing, brightness, glittery

HEI-QOOF-HEI  :  the confusion, dullness, obscure, lost hope, numbness

QOOF-HEI-LAMED-HEI  :  communal life, assembled together, learning

HEI-LAMED-HEI  :  bright, radiant, light, halo

LAMED-HEI-GIMEL-HEI  :  study, meditation, expressing, pronouncing, reading words

HEI-GIMEL-HEI  :  navigation, uttering, pronouncing, driving, leading, blindness healed

GIMEL-HEI-TzADI-HEI  :  clean, iron out the wrinkles, rejoicing

HEI-TzADI-HEI  :  blossoming

TzADI-HEI-RESH-HEI  :  bright, clear, window opening, explain refreshingly

HEI-RESH-HEI  :  pregnant, the mountain, evident

RESH-HEI-TET-HEI  :  furnished, to flow, radiantly, swiftly, acceleration !

HEI-TET-HEI  :  inclined toward

TET-HEI-ALEF-HEI  :  spreading wings, well favored, extended dwelling range

HEI-ALEF-HEI :  This is what I’m talkin’ about…


*** read this through a few times and ponder… contemplate… meditate… navigate
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SHIN-QOOF-DALET  :  almond, diligent, industrious, Zealous ! To watch, awake

SHIN-QOOF-HEI  :  refreshed, give to drink

NOON-SHIN-QOOF  :  kissed, armed, equipped.   Genesis 33: 4   Numbers 17: 23

                                     Jeremiah 1: 11   ….  YHUH said to me, 

           “You have seen well, for I hasten diligently, zealously to fulfill My Word”


The concept of turning, encircling “around and around” :  SBIB, SBIB is expressed a 
number of times, different ways, by different words- like “turning the tables”, a certain 
order of things is destined to “turn-around” if and when we believe and behave as 
directed… the Re-Confederation of the Twelve Tribes of YSRAL.


Here are eight words which are alluding to a picture of a “spiral” action :

TAV-UAW-RESH : circuit, one’s turn ion the queue, explore, reconnaissance

CxET-UAW-LAMED : whirl, dance, in a circle, the fabulous Phoenix Bird rising from the

            ashes… ZAKARYAH 8, 10    YCxZQAL 39    HUShO (Hosea) 14

SAMEK-BEIT-BEIT : around, circular, surrounding…  Ezekiel 43: 12    Jeremiah 31: 21

LAMED-PEI :  “Laff”… LPT : turnip, make tasty, spinning top, wound around, envelop

MEM-OYIN-RESH-BEIT-LAMED : “marble”- vortex, mixed, confused, West, exchanged

GIMEL-LAMED : revolving door, rolling, lever, metamorphosis, caused, gear wheel

LAMED-UAW-LAMED : spiral staircase

CxET-UAW-LAMED : circle dance, sand, stirring up “sands of time”, listen-repeat


This ‘Circle-Word’ is a Poetic exercise. 

Certain important words like  ‘I Am’ and ‘Love’ are written with a noticeable similarity : 

AHYH and AHBH, then there is YHUH.   Every alternating letter is a HEI.

Suppose they string together, as a “String of Pearls”… what might it mean ?


Looking through the Dictionary at all words spelled in a similar format, this seemed to 
be the only combination, with a little liberty (TET-HEI-ALEF-HEI) of artistic license.

Other words with the alternating HEI design, did not lend themselves to the circle 
continuity…  and these ‘just happen’ to make sense and yield up a message.
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AL- BRR  THH  could almost be pronounced “al-ber-tah” as in the Province of Canada- 

[( the Official Flower is the Wild Rose which looks exactly like this Almond Blossom )] 


AL- BRR : meaning “Toward the matter of purification, clean, sharpened, selected, 
made clear, examined, tested, proved… culled of inferior quality, separated- - - 

a synonym similar to the word QADOSH.

THH :  to smell, examine, meditate, reflect, ponder… be astonished, repent.

NPLAUT :  hidden, fallen, amazing wonders, Paleo Letters…

OMMYM :  darkened, obscured, disregarded kinsmen, relatives in disfavor, unclear.

TMYM :  innocent, upright, just, pure, perfect, whole, sound, artless, man of integrity.

AL :  power, strength, motion toward…

BRR :  recovery, restored, certain, clarification

THH :  the emptiness and waste, chaos and confusion- was our own ways upon us.

N-PLA-UT :  extraordinary, marvelous, miraculous

OMMYM :  Re- Confederated Twelve tribes of YSRAL

TMYM :  as was the intention, complete, without blemish.


For so long disregarded and disparaged… the Language lost, just like the people, 
considered alien… our kinsmen, the “Lost Ten Tribes of Israel”… stupid punks.

Lost for a good reason- banished from the Land- exiled because of detestable evil.

Relegated to tearing each other apart for 2730 years like in a Gladiator Arena…

At which time they can come back, if they choose to… return to the Inscription.

We must return to the same terms and conditions : Justice and Righteousness :

MISHFAT and TzADIQAH.     

Isaiah 48: 20- 22    YHUH redeems His Servant YOQB- he will ascend…

                               But there is no peace for the wicked.

Isaiah 49: 6   it is insufficient that you be a Servant for Me only to raise up the Tribes of  

                     YOQB and to restore the ruins of YSRAL; I will make you a Light for the

                      nations, so that My Salvation may extend to the ends of the earth.

“It is written”.

The month of “AVIV” is the Springtime- time of renewal.
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YHUH told us it was to be the beginning of our yearly calendar.    

Its a metaphor…  YHUH promised us…

Re-sprouting of the next generation, the next “domino in the queue”.

Now is “our turn” to set matters straight.

HEI !  Look- it is obvious.     Fragrance is in the air.





UAW -  Zakaryah 8: 23    Let us go with you, because we SHEMA  ALHIM same as you. 

             Isaiah 8: 20    To the TORAH and the Testimony : if they speak not according to 

                                    these, it is because there is no light in them.
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Who are we connected to- “VAVed” with- yoked together- in League- commingled…

Which God ?     Who said  “He said “What ?” was done away with”  ?!

So many translations, so many voices, so many Manifestations of the Spirit…

It is all such a blur…

Yet we are told it is “black and white”.     “It is Written”

We are ‘Confederalies’ with whoever Listens and Hears the Voice of our ALHIM  YHUH.

We will NaLaKH  OMKM  :  

Continue our Wayfaring along the Flowing Course in the appropriate Mood and frame 
of Mind, going on ‘Walk About’ as Led, as Guided…

Certainly according to TORAH, possibly going by “Tradition”.


The word  AYIN-MEM  or  OYIN-MEM  means “with” or “people” or kinsmen, relative, 
together with, close to, “while” - - as if to say  ‘United with those who agree about 
something in particular or at a certain time’.   A common cultural connection, a History.


As for regarding the “Testimony” ?     The word pronounce “ED” and its derivatives :

AYIN-DALET.    MEM-UAW-AYIN-DALET.   HEI-AYIN-YOD-DALET.   AYIN-UAW-DALET.

The MOEDIM : Festivals, Witnesses, Return- Repeat- Do again, restore, encourage,

                         Continually, still, yet, for the duration,   Warning !    Slippery Place !

                         He said Repeatedly and Forcefully !!!

                         Surrounded and Encompassed- helped, supported… 

        Lute… such as having a Guitar accompany a singer, building the musical scenery.

The MOEDIM are the Constant Testimony Forever which affirm the Voice of YHUH as 
expressed in the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT.   

The MOEDIM are the Scenery of the Year, and exist to establish sure-footedness.

Balanced : ALEF-ZAYIN-NOON : give ear, listen, implement belt, weapon, weigh, level.

ALEF-ZAYIN-NOON are “ears” or “handles”.

The MOEDIM are basically Spring and Autumn - handles - like ‘Equinox Ears’.

Two  “Witnesses” by which every Word of YHUH is Orchestrated…

“According to the MISHKAN Pattern.”
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Leviticus 23: 2    The MOEDI are  “My choice, best, treasure, by which I have adorned, 
ornamented, bejeweled Myself… that you are to designate as Sacred Gatherings  :  
“MIQRA  QODESH  :  Appointed Festivals …

The Mandated Set Apart -“Holiday”- time for the Betrothed to Learn to Read”


Amidst the hustle and bustle, the flurry of activity… find others who share the regard of 
TORAH and the MOEDIM, the SHEM of YHUH, YOM HaSHABAT, a love of the Truth…

and as the Moody Blues sang,  “Lovely to see you again my friend, walk along with me 
to the next bend…”




ZAYIN -  Zakaryah 8: 19- 21    Love the Truth and the Peace.

                                                 Let us earnestly go and pray and seek YHUH… 
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               Isaiah 62: 3       Then you will be a crown of splendor in the Hand of YHUH, 

                                         And a Royal Diadem in the Palm of your ALHIM  

               Isaiah 62: 4, 11- 12   CxePTzYBA : the Desire of YHUH is in you.

                                              QADOSH People, Sought after, not forsaken, not desolate.

               Isaiah 62: 5    … so will, your ALHIM rejoice over you.

               Jeremiah 2: 3    Evil will come upon all who devour YSRAL.

               Leviticus 19: 2   You will be QDSh because QDSh I Am.

               Deuteronomy 32: 10   YHUH preserves YSRAL as the “Pupil of His Eye”


QOOF-DALET-SHIN : QADOSH : Set Apart, Sacred, Betrothed, Consecrated, 
Hallowed, cleansed, purified, devoted, assigned, prepared, forbidden for common use.

Written on the Headband of the High Priest : “QDSh  L’YHUH”

The actual “Eye in the Sky” belongs to YHUH TzBAUT.


Drawn here in the colors of His embroidery Blue, Purple, Red and White, with Gold 
threads… 

and yes, we are held accountable for every little detail of how we conduct our lives… 


Jeremiah 17: 10   I, YHUH plumb the feelings and test the innermost thoughts to give 
to a man according to his ways, the fruit of his deeds.

Every thing entrusted to us we will be held accountable for : PEI-QOOF-DALET : PhQD.


Zakaryah 2: 12    … for whoever touches you, strikes affliction into his own pupil.

RESH-SHIN-TAV : net, trap, snare, network, retina- to seize, catch, take possession of

ALEF-RESH-SHIN : Betrothed at the request expressed by His own lips.


Got Trouble ?   ‘better not mess with “Betrothed to YHUH”.     “Just sayin’…”
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CxET -  Isaiah 52: 6- 7     When the Truth is confirmed, My people shall know 

             My Name, when Truth is displayed on a pedestal- absolutely firm, undeniable- 

             Staged as a Theatrical Presentation :  Exactly the Same : My Hand, My Insignia 

             I Am the Speaker- the Place of Words : I Am It-   

             the Life Residing in the Language …. Behold, See- Here I Am.    

             I Am the Noun the Words Elucidate.

CxET is a Castle, a City, a Fence, a Prison, a Sheepfold, a Crypt, a Tomb, “encryption”.

             Zakaryah 13: 9    YHUH  ALHY  :  “YAHUAH is my ALH” 

- - - as YHUH says of them “This is My People” !

                                         [( this Script is Quote by those who are ‘purified’ and 

                                           ‘refined’, who call out in the Name of YHUH- 

                                            amidst the Destruction of two- thirds of the City )]
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             Isaiah 42: 21- 25    … because we did not Listen to his TORAH…

             Jeremiah 17: 10- 27    “the sabbath day is a non-issue” …  “so - there”.

                             18: 1- 17   “Really, how bad could it be ?   Like an ‘East Wind’ ?”


   Just a suggestion… if you only learn two Hebrew words… consider starting here…





 

TET -  Genesis 1    Creation of the Heavens and earth in Seven Days / Phases

           Leviticus 23    SHABBAT and Seven MOEDIM

           Exodus 25     Build the MISHKAN according to the Pattern…

           Matthew 5     YHUSHO stating ‘The Beatitudes’ - “Sermon on the Mount”
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            Jeremiah 8: 7    “Huh ?”   We seem to have no clue…

                           4: 22    “My God wouldn’t do that…”

                           4: 18    This is your own wickedness, your own finger in the mirror…

                           12: 14- 17   We had listened to them- and got in big trouble.   

                                               When things turn around, they better listen to us.

           Leviticus 26: 15, 23, 27, 40, 43, 45    Revolted by the Law ?  Casual Disregard ?

                                              "Oops, I forgot”… YHUH remembers the Covenant for us.


           Song of Songs 6: 2    “I Am My Beloved’s and My Beloved is Mine”

                                             ANI   L’DODI  V’DODI   LY 

                    [( yet I do not recognize His voice or His ways or His desires ? )]


The MISHKAN Pattern.   Seven stoppages… Eight.     “Hit the brakes- No Working”

Leviticus 23 :  SHABBAT and Seven MOEDIM are eight occasions to stop our Labors.


The phrase “SHEMINI  ATzERET” literally means “Eighth Stoppage- Oil of Quarantine”

SHEMINI also means to calculate the value or meaning … 

ShMNI is synonymous with ORK :  AYIN-RESH-KAF as in “eriktology”. 

   [( This name of the Seventh MOED Festival might be translated as :

      “study along with the eriktology videos while detained in the world-wide quarantine

      mandating  detention because of the Corona virus of the year 2020 )]


Genesis 21: 30   Abraham says “Because you are to take these seven ewes from me, 
that it may serve me as testimony that I dug these wells.”

These exact same words can read :  

“Thus- So-  My Hand  ALEF-TAV sworn as "Oath of Seven Stoppages”

Take Hold of My Hand, Cross-over, Be Mine Forever, Impregnated- Hebrew

Thus- So-  search, explore, “trench-in”, dig-it… 

ALEF-TAV the explanation will become totally clear  :  “This” :  the ZAYIN-ALEF-TAV”
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ZAYIN-ALEF-TAV  :  ZAT  :  “This right here”

ZAT :  My being put to shame is the “VAV-man” put to the weapon- killed, entombed.


“This” ZAYIN : “Being Adorned with Weapons” - the Roman Scourge, Crown of Thorns,

                          Nails of Iron, Rude Wooden Stake, fists and spittle.  Despised.


“This” ALEF-BEIT-GIMEL-DALET : exact arrangement of the Alphabetical order

“This” ALEF-BEIT.. HEI’d :  I want forcefully, Am willing energetically, ‘as a Father’.

“This” BEIT-GIMEL-DALET : My disguise- concealing garment- betrayed and torn.

“This” GIMEL-DALET-HEI : cut down, destroyed, the Glory ‘horns’ cut off.

“This” DALET-HEI-UAW : incomprehensible, faded, dim, perplexing, discolored…’WTF’

“This” HEI-UAW-ZAYIN :  “Behold the Man”   “Ecce Homo”  : as said Pontius Pilate


UAW-ZAYIN-CxET : “He wants to be a spectacle ? Lift him up- remove the annoyance”

CxET-TET-YOD :  My sin- My guilt- My wrong.

                             He bore My loss- He incurred My guilt as My sin-offering

                             He cleansed and purified Me from sin- disinfected Me

                             He lost himself- it is bewildering

                             So that I might find favor.

                             Reconciled.


 

Because He, the “VAV-man” ZAYINed, was put into the Tomb : CxET

                            Had the Round Rock Rolled to seal Him in : TET

                            And the Rock was held shut with an iron dowel : YOD


YOD-KAF-LAMED :  He will prevail. 

                             Power and Ability and Capacity to contain it all.

KAF-LAMED-MEM : put to shame, humiliated, reproached, insulted


LAMED-MEM-HEI :  ‘why ?’
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MEM-NOON-HEI : he was added to the number- the assigned portion:  Death.

MEM-NOON-SAMEK : tested, experienced and the One to make the escape.

NOON-SAMEK-OYIN : a Miracle- removed Himself- journeyed out from the Crypt 
SAMEK-OYIN-PEI : and He Branched out - Divided Opinions - as a MENORAH

OYIN-PEI-TzADI :  the bitterness, tightly closed, explodes open flying

PEI-TzADI-HEI :   freed from damage, compensated, indemnified - exultation !

TzADI-QOOF :  “pouring out” - solidified - ‘Resurrection’- Righteousness prevails.

QOOF-RESH : cold, frozen- pleasure, satisfaction- readable, legible- precious, dear

QOOF-RESH-SHIN :  increasing, ‘crescendo’, unicorn, to separate, congeal

RESH-SHIN-TAV : netlike, reticular, to seize or catch - empowered, authorized -

RESH-SHIN-UAW-TAV :  freedom of action, permission, ownership

The Seven MOEDIM are proof that YHUH wrote the ALEF-BEIT, and Created the World,  
and that YHUShO is the UAW-man illustrated in these words : the MaShYaCx


The Pattern of the MOEDIM is turned into a “Dot- Pattern” - an encoded Constellation :

One day = Passover, then Seven days = Unleavened Bread  : exclamation point image

50 days of counting, like an organic sprout = SHAVUOT

Shouting, day of Trumpets- “TARUAH” = the center elaborate dot- Annual High point

On the other side of TARUAH, the somber day, YOM KIPPUR- Covering - Atonement

Then, Seven days of Rejoicing followed by One = SHEMINI ATzERET


The final two events are like an inverse- bookend to the first two events.  

Inverse exclamations !

TET is drawn as a circle divided by four, as the year divided by “Seasons”- MOEDIM.

TET is round, circular, like a potter’s wheel or a signet… or a round rock rolled in front 
of a Tomb, like when they entombed YAUSHO 2000 years ago “outside the City”. 

The counting of “seven sevens” is like teeth or cogs on a sprocket wheel.

YOVEL or “Jubilee” is the celebration of the 50th year, same as BIKKURIM, the 50th 
day of counting during the MOED of SHAVUOT.   

YOVEL is the time for releasing debts and restoring a family’s heritage.
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The “Mechanics of the Universe” are built as “Clockwork” gears or as the metabolic 
processes of an organism’s cell.

Is it possible to “Read” the thematic narrative of the progression of MOEDIM as if they 
were a “rendition”  or the “firing” of a combustion engine …  rather than just seeing a 
list of “seven holidays to observe” ?    Seven events in a sequence… why…


****  "What  If” one were to disguise the MOEDIM so they were unrecognizable as 
pertaining to YHUH, so as to look “strange, something alien”… Hosea 8: 12

Jeremiah 8: 7  … even the stork in the heavens knows its seasons… but My people do 
not know ALEF-TAV   MISHFAT   YHUH -  How is it our ABBA  is unrecognizable to us ?

 

What if we looked at the “constellation of dots” starting with arbitrary color association.  
Blue for PESACx - “because He said so”… TKLT Blue to remember.

Purple for MATzOT - “find out how”… ARGMN meaning attentive, logical organization

Red for SHAVUOT - “counting- gestation”… ShNY - red - meaning different, variant

Orange - TARUAH - “alarm- Warning !” … TPZ which is golden and ‘pizaz’, agility

Yellow- KIPPURIM - “Atonement, Covering” … TzHB… to shout, insult, quarrel

Green- SUKKOT - “booths, interwoven camouflage”…YRQ is herbage- veggie colored

Emerald green- SHEMINI  ATzERET- “8th / Oil” … BRQ : lightning - flashing - splendor


The dot pattern began to appear as a Stork standing in a pool of water, pondering a 
yellow frog under the ripples, beside a flush of green reeds, blossom bursts atop.   


Friend or Feed ?   That is the question.   QADOSH - CxPTzY  or  ALHIM  ACxRIM ?
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But as a cryptic, camouflaged code, could we read the stork picture as the MOEDIM ?


Are the MOEDIM the “QADOSH Personal Adornment of YHUH TzBAUT-  My Desire”

    or are they “Festivals of the Jews”, detestable ‘gods of others’, heathen-idolatry




YOD -  Jeremiah 1: 8    Do not fear them.  For with you I Am, to rescue you.

                                                     NAM  YHUH. 


The most-often repeated Commandment in the Scriptures :  AL- TIRA :  No Fear


RQ  CxZQ  UAMTz  :  Joshua 1: 7   Only be strong and very courageous…

                                  [( Release your inner “Hebrew Man” )]
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Observing, Doing according to all the TORAH that MOSHE My Servant commanded 
you, do not deviate from it to the right or to the left, in order that you may succeed 
wherever you may go.


Verse 8, 9     This Book of the TORAH shall not depart from your mouth, rather- you 
should contemplate it day and night in order that you observe to do all that is written in 
it; for then you will make your way successful, and then you will act wisely.   Behold, I 
have commanded you, “Be Strong and Courageous- Do Not Fear and Do Not Lose 
Resolve”,  for YHUH your ALHIM is with you wherever you will go.


AL  SHADI :  All Mighty.  Provider of all benefits, Destroyer of all Opposition.

The Letter SHIN is Teeth and Fire, ‘that which consumes’.

Daniel 1: 17, 20   as for these youths, ALHIM gave them learning and skill in every 
script and wisdom…  In every matter of the Art of Reasoning  that the King asked of 
them, he found them ten times better than all the necromancers and astrologers that 
were in his entire kingdom.

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego thrown into the fiery furnace, Chapter 3.

Daniel in the lion’s den Chapter 6.


Verse 28    Blessed is the ALHIM of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who sent His 
Angel and saved His servants who relied on Him, and disobeyed the King’s order, and 
offered their bodies in order not to worship or prostrate themselves to any god other 
than their ALHIM… for there is no other god able to rescue in this manner.


Teeth and Fire Defeated by the AL SHADI whose Name is of Teeth and Fire.  AL- TIRA.

This Graphic drawn as an ‘Oven-Door’, the woods behind it in an orange haze of 
forest-fire smoke, Remembers and Gives Thanks, “HODU L’YHUH KI TOV” for those 
who were spared from the teeth of the “Grizzly Flats Fire”  in California, as they stood 
in AMUNAH.   In Faith, Faithful, as one learned, experienced, found to be trustworthy.

YOD   the strong arm, working hand, holding firm.
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KAF -  Isaiah 29: 11   …and the illiterate man says  “LO  YDATY SEFER” :  I can’t read.


          Jeremiah 11: 3-5   Cursed is the man who will not Listen to the Words of this

                                         Covenant that I commanded your forefathers, on the day 

                                          I took them out of the Land of Egypt…

          Isaiah 28: 11   This is not un-intelligible speech like Cuneiform or something alien

 Jeremiah 4: 22

For My people are stupid, they have not recognized Me.   They are foolish children.   
They are not discerning, they are wise at doing evil, but know not how to do Good.
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BEIT-LAMED-OYIN-GIMEL-YOD  /  SHIN-PEI-HEI  :  language  /  mocked, scorned, 
derided… “as if unintelligible” does one speak to this nation…

Pictures.   Paleo Hebrew Word Pictures.    

Using ‘Farming Stories’ like Isaiah 28: 23- 29.     

A Farmer would be expected to be “unschooled” or without formal education.  Boorish.

BEIT-OYIN-RESH is pronounced something similar to the English or Flemish “Boor”.

“BOORish” : foolish, stupid, ignorant, brutish, a burning fire…removed, consumed.

“Ancient Petroglyphs had their day- their day is over.  Gone.  Done.”

Verse 29 …  His counsel is wondrous and His philosophical insight is festooned…  

“PALEO and GADIL” :  Wondrous and Festooned with tassels and ribbons


Looking at the shapes of Paleo Letters, one finds them to be self-explanatory.

Ponder, meditate, contemplate, consider, “look - well - to…” 

HEI-BEIT-TET-ALEF-HEI       HEI-GIMEL-HEI      HEI-BEIT-RESH.     

Pronounce, Articulate, Navigate, look at the Utterance.   QOOF-RESH-ALEF.  Read.

Exodus 31: 18

“When He finished speaking to him on Mount Sinai, He gave MOSHE the two Tablets 
of Testimony- Stone Tablets inscribed by the Finger of ALHIM.”      


KAF pictures an open hand.  Notice each finger … on exhibition : RESH-ALEF-HEI


The word “finger” is ALEF-TzADI-BEIT-OYIN, which also means color, paint, dye.

Finger painting !    YHUH Finger-paints !    Hebrew is the Language of Color. 

ALEF as the prefix meaning “I Will…” 

TzADI-BEIT-OYIN : hold with the fingers- painted, colored, “hand gestures speaking”


    [( the MERU study by Stan Tenan discovered something exceptional about this )]
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LAMED -  Jeremiah 23: 22- 35     A “dream” ?   An “Oracle” ?   His “Burden” ?

                 “What did YHUH ‘say’ ?     What did YHUH  ‘Pronounce’ ?”

                   What is ABBA YaHUaH occupied by ?   ‘Concerned’ with ?

“Us not listening and doing unrighteous evils to each other.”    That is what He said.

Repeatedly.

And if we do not Listen to Him… He can not hear us.    No reply.

How does someone “Listen to YHUH ?”     Hear and / or Read His TORAH.

That is what He said.

Repeatedly.    OYIN-UAW-DALET : repeatedly and forcefully, again and again.  OUD.


Its about the Language.   How to hear what the Words ‘Speak’…

Hear ALEF-TAV  Voice, Language the QADOSH… 
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and Learn to Read- precious and dear, it will become…

Place of words, spoken by YHUH

In His Own Voice.

… Please let me hear those words again…


Deuteronomy 4    Now, YSRAL, listen to the decrees and the ordinances that I teach 
you to perform, so that you may Live…

Gather the people to Me, and I shall let them hear My Words, so that they shall learn to 
fear Me all the days that they live on the Earth, and they shall teach their children…

YHUH spoke to you from the midst of the Fire, you were hearing the sound of Words, 
but you were not seeing a likeness, only a sound…

YHUH is a Consuming Fire, AL QNA : a Jealous ALH…

You make a carved image, a likeness of anything… you will be destroyed…

YHUH will scatter you among the peoples…

From there you will seek YHUH, your ALHIM, and you will find Him, if you search for 
Him with all your heart and all your soul.

Verse 39  : You shall know this day, and take it to your heart, that YHUH, He is the 
ALHIM.   In Heaven above and on earth below,  there is none other.

You shall observe His decrees and commandments that I command you this day…


Exodus 20: 15, 16   the entire people saw the thunder and the flames, the sound of the 
Shofar, and the smoking mountain.  The people saw and trembled and stood from afar.  
They said to MOSHE, “you speak to us and we shall hear, let ALHIM not speak to us 
lest we die.”   


Wow.   And here we stand today.   Let me hear Your Voice… please.    Grant me to live.


Exodus 13: 20 tells of the Pillar of Smoke to lead them on the way by day, and the Pillar 
of Fire to give them light at night.   

The picture here is a TORAH Scroll whose pillars are composed of Fire and Smoke.

A couple things written on the Column of Fire :
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Leviticus 19: 2    QADOSH you shall be because  QADOSH  I Am.

ALPHUN   OBRYT   NSYNY : The most elite school.   Intensive Hebrew study.

Raised up-  as an Erudite Scholar of the Greatest Teachings. 

The Hebrew word SAMEK-YOD-NOON-YOD as in “Mount SINAI” ,

where the “Ten Matters” were Commanded, literally means “Erudite Scholarship”… 

Which means extreme, deliberate, exacting study.

How does someone even do that ?!

How many times can you read the same story over and over, or read different 
translations of the same simple, clear concepts ?

How many Sermons can be preached about the same Passage of Scripture ?

How much juice can you extract from one grape ?


*  Study the spelling of the Hebrew Words.   Its all in there.  Letter-by-Letter.     

Its a “hyper-dimensional grape” .


This concept brings to mind an anomaly written in the text, only seen in the Hebrew…

The “Enlarged LAMED” found in Deuteronomy 29: 27…

… and YHYH removed them from upon their soil, with anger, and wrath, and with great 
fury, and He cast them to a strange other land, as it is to this day.

The word “and He cast them” is spelled UAW-YOD-SHIN-LAMED-KAF-MEM.

The letter LAMED is printed extra-large.   It is one of the “Jots and tittles” we hear of.

It draws our attention that word and the pertinence of that specific Letter.

LAMED means “teach” and “learn” and “repeat” and is the pictographic image of a 
“shepherd’s staff” which ‘speaks of Authority’.    Other meanings are “to become 
accustomed, sufficiently, and to prick, to sting, to incite, to goad, to study”


The following, Verse 28 says “the hidden is unto YHUH our ALHINU, but the revealed is 
for us and our children forever for doing all the stipulations the TORAH specifies.”

The words “us and our children” is another highlighted phrase, having special dots 
above the letters.
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These two verses,  having dots and an enlarged LAMED seem to be an encrypted 
reference to “Nicodemus” and the conversation with YHUSHO in John Chapter 3.

NIQD means dotted or points.    

He was the “Great Teacher of YSRAL”… the “enlarged LAMED”.

DY means “enough.  Stop.  Sufficient.

It is as if the clandestine conversation was him asking YHUSHO… 

“can we have the Kingdom back yet? Have we sufficiently done our time ?”

The answer :  study the TORAH… Listen and do what YHUH says… it works.

Punishment is one phase, learning from the punishment while correcting our behavior 
and attitude is the practical phase which causes the desired effect.


                                     [( Everything else is a trivial pursuit )]
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MEM  -  egg shape… place of incubation, gestation, development, transition.

             Daniel 12: 4     … until the time of QOOF-TzADI …

             Ezekiel 36: 23    … when MY QADOSHness in you is evident to them …


Like a “Time Capsule”.   A Womb.   A Cell or Imprisonment until things culminate.

2730 years.  

Leviticus 26  Verses 18, 21, 24, and 28 say : 

I will punish you, strike you and chastise you Seven like your sins. 

SHIN-BEIT-AYIN is “seven” and also “satisfied” as in “fulfill the requirements”.

“Vow, to swear an Oath, to get cursed for breaking the vow”.

Casually disregard or reject with loathsome disgust… catch the Curse… times 7.

1000 years after Leviticus was written, Ezekiel gets the message :

the Term of the Curse has been determined to be 390 years for the Northern Kingdom.

When multiplied by Seven, for maintaining the rotten attitude, there is the 2730 years.


The “House of YSRAL” is EPHRAIM, is the Northern Ten tribes.

The “House of YAHUDAH” is the ‘Jews’, the Southern Kingdom.


Jeremiah 3: 6- 11 … and in Ezekiel 37 where we have the Prophecy of the two-Sticks… 
and also specifically mentioned in Jeremiah 3: 18 and  Jeremiah 5: 11 …

and 11: 10 and 13: 11… 31: 26- 33 …  33: 14 …  36: 2, 3    and Hosea 1: 6, 7

There is mentioned the concept of these Two Houses, besides other places.

And EPHRAIM is “special” … as in Jeremiah 31: 8… 

BEIT-KAF-RESH-YOD which means “My Firstborn”, first fruits, birthright, preferred…

And the One with an incredible responsibility to continue the Father’s Legacy.

KAF-RESH also means “Battering Ram”

Zakaryah 9: 13    Judah the Bow, Ephraim the Arrows

Hosea 10: 11     I joined Ephraim to Judah that YOQB should harrow.   

Verse 12 :  Sow for yourselves Righteousness and you will reap accordingly : CxESED
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Till for the first time for yourselves, “Till” which is “Instructing” how to “DROSH” or how 
to “Seek ALEF-TAV-YHUH” at the Appointed Time- Until what arrives is the Victory, the 
Successful  expression of what you tilled for. 

And we know the Appointed Time is “Now”…

and the “Appointed Times” are the MOEDIM, and CxESED is His “Secret Refuge”. 
Hey ! That’s MEM concepts !


Isaiah 29: 15  …HEI-OYIN-MEM-YOD-QOOFYOD-MEM  /  MEM-YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI  /  
LAMED-SAMEK-TAV-RESH  :  the deep, profound place where YHUH has hidden 
Himself, His “Lair” of MEM- place of dark obscurity… is discovered while doing what 
He told us to… Who can show us ?   And Who can make it known for us ?

*** it is evident in the Letters when beheld in the light of YAHUSHO  being MASHIACx.

HEI-MEM means “they” as in, “all-together now…”


“Nah… No thanks… Been there done that… legalism… under-the-law… 

done away with… nailed to the Cross… never could, never really had to anyway…

Did not work the first time… “Bad laws that nobody can live by” : Ezekiel 20: 24, 25.”


“BIN - DaR - DuN - DaAT” … Yet whenever we really did it was successful…

And we mostly never did, according to the record of Scripture…


BEIT-YOD-NOON : consider attentively, divide, distinguish, understand, interpolate…

Get your “beenie” on… become wise, perceive what is going on here…


DALET-RESH : generation, “up to bat”, “next-in-line”, "our turn”, repeat, Ornamented- 
Majestic Citrus fruit, the Splendor of Leading Honorably… Publish a New Edition.

“DALET” is ‘door’.  “RESH” is ‘head’…   Sort of pictures a “birthday”.


DALET-NOON : decide, determine, “judge which side of the line” - fair or foul…

“Kosher” or “Abomination”…   A “door” presents a choice…  It’s your call…

“DALET” is ‘door’.   “NOON” is ‘life’.    ’Door-Life’ : DN :  Choose the Blessing 
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Listen to YHUH, Learn TORAH, Guard and Do the Instructions like He Said.  Because.


DALET-OYIN-TAV :  Knowledge, wisdom, mind,  “appointed congregation”, intelligent, 
sensible, strong minded, erudite, learned expertise.  “He knows” :  YODA  - definitely.

“DALET” is ‘door’.  “OYIN” is comprehend, scrutinize.  “TAV” represents ‘the Covenant’


“BIN.  DaR.  DuN.  DaAT.”  :  Our Generation can choose to be wise.  

Be the “Recipients” of what all the effort has been about, as was foretold.  

Break the chain of bondage, Reverse the Curse.    See the Face of YHUH in favor.

Flip the See-saw, Turn the Tables on our enemies.

It was Promised, and it is Time… and  “It will be…” as “It is Written”.


Deuteronomy 30: 1, 2

It will be that when all these things come upon you- the blessing and the curse that I 
have presented before you- then you will take it to your heart, among all the nations 
where YHUH ALHEIK has dispersed you, and you will return to YHUH your ALHI…

and listen to His Voice, according to everything that I command you this day, you and 
your children, with all your heart and all your soul.    MEM is the Diaspora.   Then…


NOON


MEM is considered by some to mean “chaos” because water is turbulent.

To be ‘in Labor’ is traumatic, painful, dangerous, and “water breaks”.

MEM is the Laver, laboratory, crucible, within the cell wall where life is built.

Within the cel wall, when ‘nutrition’ and time is sufficient- Mitosis happens.

MEM is the LAMED-BEIT-BEIT, the deepest inner heart where what has been ingested

through experience, food, entertainment, reading and listening, pondering, discussing, 
breathing-  is ‘turned into’ energy, substance, attitude, belief, faith, and ultimately 
behavior.

MEM is where we become ourselves, on a trajectory towards our eternal destination.

MEM is at the Quantum level of change- where YHUSHO went to work for 72 hours. 
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NOON -  Numbers 10: 35, 36   QOOMAH  YHUH… SHUVA  YHUH

                                  Arise and Return.  Written between two “inverted NOONs”-

                                  which are more of the “Jots and Tittles” of the Hebrew text.

               Jeremiah 6: 16- 19   “which way should we go ?  which way should we go ?”

               Isaiah 30: 15- 18   Blessed are those who have a palate for His sport.

                                   ( or “Praiseworthy are those who yearn for Him” )


Reciprocal NOONs… GIMEL-LAMED means both “exile” and “discovery”.

Like the “Ghost-Ship” of Isaiah 29: 4 whose voice speaks from the dust… 

When we rediscover where we once belonged, YHUH will “Arise and Return” as well.
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CxET-QOOF-YOD : the color Khaki- Military camouflage- dust of the earth.

CxET-QOOF also means, Imitate Me, as inscribed, engraved in stone.  

Carved enactment.  Decree, Statute, Law, Rule, Custom, Constitution.

Prescribed portion, prescribed due.   Obligation, Responsibility, Privilege.

“Previously Written”

CxET-QOOF-NOON :  give an enema.   “Who told us this was “done away with” ?”


Noon as either a prefix or suffix essentially means “engaged in the action”

We want YHUH to jump up and chase our/His enemies ?  

Stand up- on His Word.    Stand up for YAHUSHO.

We want YHUH to abide tranquilly among us ?  Sit down on SHABBAT.


YHUShO : YOD-HEI-UAW-SHIN-OYIN  usually pronounced “YAHUSHA”…

Is that One  of whom speaks John 1: 15 :   “the Word became flesh and pitched His 
tent among us, and we saw His esteem, the ‘glory’ as of an ‘Only Begotten Son” of a 
father, complete in favor and truth.”

The eriktology Study postulates that the Hebrew ALEF-BEIT is that very “Word”…

And thusly, every concept we study in IVRIT… “is”, and is about-  YAHUShO Himself.


YHUH TzBAUT.  Usually translated “Lord of Hosts”.   

“TzBAUT”  is   TzADI-BEIT-ALEF-UAW-TAV.     TzADI-BEIT-ALEF is Military.   

The UAW-TAV is the ‘plural suffix’…making the translation ‘Hosts' or ‘Legions’.

“Zion” is TzADI-YOD-UAW-NOON and means “one doing as I Command”.

We have been our own worst enemy.   

YHUH sends our enemies as a manifest of our selves, our own attitudes and actions.

The projectile hurled against us, is our own finger in the mirror, then touching us.

Nasty face in the mirror ?   Change your expression.
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Rosetta Stone





SAMEK  -  Exodus 25: 9    like everything I show you, the Form of the Tabernacle…

                  Genesis 21: 30   … I dug this well.


The background of this picture is the famous “Rosetta Stone” artifact.

Three different Scripts of Ancient Languages all saying the same thing.

It was written to proclaim a Royal Message to citizens of different literacy.

Discovering this Relic broke open the analysis of ancient writing from Mesopotamia.


This Graphic is the “eriktology rosetta stone” comparing three sets of code. 
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The upper section is Modern Chaldean Flame Letters, the 5 SOFITE letters at the top.

Middle is Paleo Hebrew- “eriktology script”, as compiled and “copyrighted” in 2005.

The bottom part is the MISHKAN Pattern.

     [( “The Chart" which elaborates this into much more detail was published in 2010 )]


The words TBNIT  MShKN, that is, “MISHKAN Pattern”- appear in Exodus 25.

Genesis 21: 30 is the quote by Abraham as expressed in the TET section previously.


These seven items of the MISHKAN are objects built for the Tabernacle by a man 
named BTzLAL as described in Exodus 35: 30- 35.


     *** In the Book titled “Origen of Speeches” by Isaac Mozeson, it is explained how

          phonic expressions of Hebrew consonants have been modified across the

          palette of miscellaneous other Languages.   The Letter TzADI did not make it into

          the Greek collection of Aleph / Beta letters or sounds,  therefore it is not in Latin

          or English either.   The letter ‘Q’ follows ‘P’ whereas PEI is followed by TzADI

          then QOOF in Hebrew.    

          The TzADI phonetic has been appropriated as ‘Ts’ or ‘St’ or ‘Ss’ as in the word

          “Sabaoth”  which is written TzADI-BEIT-ALEF-UAW-TAV, or ‘Z’ as in the word

          “Zion” actually spelled TzADI-YOD-UAW-NOON.

          The name BTzLAL may find its expression in modern English as “Bezel” or

          perhaps “Bissell” - the name of an American Vacuum Cleaner manufacturer.


The word TBNIT might be read  as   “My Son, wrapped up - within the Covenant”. 

The idea of correlating the “meaning” of the Hebrew Letters to the articles of the 
Tabernacle which are a “fractal type” of the theme of each MOED and the events 
accomplished on each of the Seven Days of Creation, has been dubbed the ‘MISHKAN 
Pattern’ as explained by the “eriktology” study regimen. 


*******   As far as preeminent scholars can determine, this concept has never before

            been postulated by any one.   
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            Please be skeptical,  “consider this well” 

            ( * that’s a pun - look deep - who dug this pit )

            Do not be bamboozled - either by this study or any contradictory assessment.


This index of equating MEM and NOON to the 50 day MOED Festival of SHAVUOT and 
the ‘Bronze Laver” for example, is outrageously preposterous to both “Academia” and 
“Ecclesiastia”…   perhaps rightly so.

Collecting 22 pictures of random objects from a primitive society and assigning 
meaning to the particular sequence we have inherited over the centuries does not 
resonate as truth, it is a cacophony of madness to serious intellectuals.

Yet, no one knows or can even present a guess with merit as to where the Letters 
came from or why they ‘Are’ what they are. 

Many people get irked by the very suggestion that Paleo Pictographs are anything 
more than plagiarized or “reappropriated” and “reused” Egyptian Hieroglyphs.


The MISHKAN Pattern is indeed no triviality.   

It is the greatest discovery since Daniel 12: 4 ! 

That is when GABRIEL told Daniel to “Hide the words and seal the book ‘until the time’ 
of the end.”


The key to “SEFERing ALEF-TAV” is the MISHKAN Pattern.

SEFERing ALEF-TAV is what Daniel hid.


OYIN-DALET   /   OYIN-TAV    is the key to the key.    “Binocular” vision.   2 eyes, as 1. 

DALET and TAV are two different ways to read each of the 22 Letters of the ALEF-BEIT.
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OYIN  -  Isaiah 6: 3   Seraphim are “Flaming Angels” repeatedly declaring “QADOSH” 

             Ezekiel 1: 10    Four faces on the ‘Living Beings’ around the Throne of YHUH.

             Proverbs 30: 18- 31   amazements of Creation, correlated in groups of four

             Jeremiah Chapter 15: 3   Four ‘families’ of punishment

             ZAKAR YAH 2: 1  Four CxET-RESH-SHIN- Craftsmen ?   And four QRN- horns.


The Presence of AL SHADI appears to be of Fire.

Four “spirit-like” faces on each of His four closest companions…

and He seems to appreciate the count of Fifty, and certain colors.

So here we have a circular repeated pattern of 49 spellings of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI 
designed in the modern font, plus one written in Paleo, making a total count of 50.

Trimmed in the colors of the MISHKAN embroidery : Blue, Purple, Red, White, Gold. 

The Omnipotent Creator of the Heavens and Earth could potentially surround Himself 
with anything He desired.   

These elements are evidently the accoutrements of His preference.

?  Is there a way to read the faces ?      Is there perhaps a message in the words ?
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Ox, Man, Lion, Eagle  :   ShUR, ADM, ARYH, NShR

TET is divided into four parts, DALET is four, YAHUSHO actually rose on the fourth day.


AYIN : weigh carefully, balance exactly, observe, consider, research, look well to…

“What is He telling us ?”


BEIT-OYIN-HEI : ask, seek

BEIT-QOOF-ALEF : become an expert

BEIT-QOOF-OYIN : break open, take by assault, learned, skilled

BEIT-QOOF-RESH : examine thoroughly, differentiate, cleave, review, criticize

BEIT-QOOF-SHIN : quest, search, aim

CxET-QOOF-RESH : spy out, investigate, philosophize

SHIN-ALEF-LAMED : inquire, entreat, beg, consult, request, interpellation

TAV-UAW-RESH : explore, tour, circuit, curiosity, reconnaissance

MEM-TzADI-HEI : find out how to do something

RESH-ALEF-HEI : perceive, observe, behold, see the exhibition, understand

ALEF-MEM-NOON : Artist, Master, Workman, Specialist, Skilled, Trained, Accredited 


“Ask and it will be given to you, Seek and you will find, Knock- it will be opened to you”


Ox, Man, Lion, Eagle… Four aspects of Human agency : Servant, Priest, King, Judge ?


CxET-SHIN-BEIT : ingenious work, to think, account, calculate, reckon, regard, imagine

Human minds are built and equipped to  experience, notice, evaluate, and determine.

How may one capitalize on and maximize this earthly opportunity, fulfilling ‘potential’ ?

How might any individual please YHUH ? 

Even beyond exploits… is simple existence with a yielded heart, harboring intentions of 
righteousness and attending to His Voice, extending Kindnesses.  CxESED.
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PEI  -  Isaiah 43: 11, 14    Only YHUH, your Redeemer, no other Deliverer aside Me.

           Amos 5: 24            MISHFAT and TzADIQAH

           Psalm 89: 15          the Foundation of His Throne, and His Processional

           Hosea 2: 21, 22        Betrothed to Him in TzDQ, MShPTt, CxSD, RCxM, AMUNH

           Jeremiah 9: 22- 23    …kindness, justice, and righteousness in the land…

                          10: 10         YHUH  ALHIM  AMT  He Is  ALHIM  Living and King Eternal

                          22: 16- 22    … exposed to the ‘Mystery’ of  YHUH….  “OMD  BSUD"

“EMMET”  :  Truth. 

ALEF-MEM-TAV  :  AMT  pronounced “Emmet”.

The faded word in the background… 
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“Green”- ‘Verde’- verdure- living vitality : YOD-RESH-QOOF  : vegetation

YOD is the prefix meaning  “he will”, RESH QOOF is  ‘Only’.. nothing but, very thin.

RESH-YOD-QOOF is to empty out, void, idle, worthless, vain, a vacuum, no benefit.


Isaiah 8: 20   “TORAH and Testimony”- other than this, “Aint no elucidation of dawn”


Jeremiah 9: 22, 23    Thus said YHUH, Let not the wise man glorify himself with his 
wisdom, and let not the strong man glorify himself with his strength, let not the rich 
man glorify himself with his wealth.    

For “only” with this may one glorify himself :  contemplating and knowing Me.

For I Am YHUH who does Kindness, MISHFAT, and TzADIQAH in the land, for in these 
is My Desire - NAM  YHUH.


As discussed in the DALET section…

Proverbs 3: 3

CxSD and AMT  :  Kindness and Truth will not forsake you,  bind them upon your neck, 
inscribe them upon the ‘locket of your heart’…

Verse 4 … and you will find CxN : grace and favor   

                  and ShKL-“TOV” :  intelligence, insight, prudence, rational understanding

                  “good success” and “practical wisdom”, useful for improvement

… in the eyes of ALHIM and Man.

The “PEI” of “OYIN” is eating the fruit of your own diligence attending to His words.

PEI is openable.   Seeing, hearing, communicating, ingesting, yielded.  Offering oneself.

PEI is giving.   PEI is receiving.    PEI is craving.     PEI is relationship.   Fellowship.  


“a Gal with a Fella”    GIMEL-LAMED  /  PEI-LAMED-HEI   :   revolving door / separated


GIMEL-LAMED-HEI  / PEI-LAMED-ALEF   :  discovery / mystery


Basin, a fountain uncovered, made known  /  the appreciation of it, amazed, enthralled
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“that which was banished, taken captive, into exile  /  miraculous, extraordinary, secret”

PEI is to be vulnerable, unguarded.


‘where does the Truth lie ?’     OYIN is an ‘Eye’.  TzADI a sprout- a spark- an insight. 

AYIN-TzADI means “tree” or to take counsel, or to close the eyes, to turn to wood.

The RUACx is to lead us in the Way of Truth.   

How do we distinguish which Voice it is we hear ?  

LAMED-TAV-UAW-RESH-HEI  and  LAMED-TAV-OYIN-UAW-DALET-HEI

“TORAH - Instructions, teachings       OUDH - repeated warnings and attestations”

And then the combination of both is ‘instructed to celebrate the ceremony of MOEDIM’


The Voice of the RUACx must validate and promote the QADOSH MOEDIM, which is 
authentication that the RUACx is indeed QADOSH  ACxD. 


What mystery was opened when Adam ate that fruit ?   

The tree itself was not evil.   The knowledge itself was not evil.

               “Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil”  


Trees… Vegetation… Day 3… MEM-NOON… SHAVUOT… the Bronze Laver… 

“And He opened His mouth, and taught them saying…” 

Then the third matter was : “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the Earth.”

OYIN-NOON-UAW-HEI  is the word applying to the MOED of YOM KIPPURIM.

ONH is meek, humble, modest, the fruit of a tree, bowed down, weighted, poor, 
burdened, occupied by concerns, afflicted with submission, responsive, to sing.

It is generally interpreted “to fast” as meaning to not eat and drink.    PEI.


Jeremiah 23: 35    So shall you say to one another, and each man to his brother : 

“What did YHUH ‘Pronounce’ ?   What did YHUH ‘Speak’ ?”    

“Never again mention ‘Oracle of YHUH’ / ‘Word of the Lord’ / ‘Burden of HaSHEM’ ”

The word translated “pronounce” is OYIN-NOON-HEI.
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What might happen if we responded to what He pronounced, by doing what He said ?




TzADI  -  Micah 6: 8           do MISHFAT, love CxSD, walk HTzNO 

               Isaiah 27: 3- 6     If Only !  YSRAL would grasp ahold of  MOUZY …

                         42: 2          not shouting, just administrating Justice in Truth…

                                           “Behold My servant…”

TzADI-NOON-OYIN is similar to OYIN-NOON-HEI  :  modest, humble, restrained, kept, 
guarded, reserved, concealed, austere, secret, private, submissive, chastity, hidden 


Deuteronomy 16: 20     Righteousness, Righteousness shall you pursue, so that you 
will live and possess the land that YHUH your ALHIKa gives you.
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TzADI is the word “Righteous” and “Victory, Deliverance, Salvation”

TzADI is a sprout of Resurrection, pictured by Aaron’s rod that blossomed and budded.

TzADI is Renaissance, Resurgence - “CxODESh” - Renewed, Revitalized, Recharged.

TzADI is YAHUSHO taking up His Life in the tomb, Restored to Vigor.

Dynamic Arrow in mid-flight,  ‘ALEF’  charging on to accomplish TAV, the Objective.

       Is TzADI a humble, downcast, head-bowed ‘sliver’… or a blazing full Orb of Light ?

As usual, we can see both aspects in the same word, the same Letter.

Is the “CxODESH” brand new as a ‘baby’ or re-newed as a re-charged battery ?

If Only…  !!   

Grab ahold of “My Moosey” …  a marsh-dwelling antlered venison ?

MEM-OYIN-UAW-ZAYIN-YOD is pronounced like “moosey”, but is a castle fortress…

similar to the appearance of that animal having the tremendous ‘Rack’.

If we “had only grabbed ahold” of what YHUH offered us… 

everything He said was possible, everything He told us was real…

and is yet still possible and active today…

If only we will grab ahold of what YHUH told YSRAL, swearing in His own Name, Truth.

HODU  L’YHUH  KI  TOV !   

Reverberating, resounding, echoing…  then Full Goodness !      It’s a formula.


Do Justice : be the MENORAH, bearing the fruit of Light and fairness.

Love Mercy :  seize any opportunity to recompense good instead of evil, proactively.

Walk in humbleness with your ALHIM : virtually a “deflated” ego,  ‘restrain your drama’.


That is “Good” according to Micah 6: 8, at which occasion, the explosion is activated.

PEI-TzADI is explode, detonate, scatter, shrapnel, “open-mouth”, and ‘opened chains’.

TzADI is hearing live cannons as part of the Symphony in Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture.

TzADI is the Messianic Era, the Restoration of YSRAL, the promise “manifest” at last.

     [( what did YAHUSHO say when he leapt up from the grave ?      “Ta-Daaah !” )]

*** sound byte :  TODAH is a derivative of HODU meaning “Thank you” 

     TAV-DALET-AYIN-HEI  pronounced “Ta-DaH”  would mean “now it is known”
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QOOF   -   Deuteronomy 30: 5    Here and now, we stand in the time appointed to

                                            realize the incredible promises made to our ancestors,   

  we will be of a greater regard than they were, even at the pinnacle of the Golden Age. 

                  Jeremiah 3: 12- 19     Return and Heed the Voice of YHUH


Psalm 48: 3

“The Joy of the whole Earth…”

‘is Mount Zion on the sides of the North, the City of the Great King’


Each word in Hebrew can be read quite differently than as we have been told…
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HR  TzYUN  YRKTY  TzPUN,   QRYT    MLK    RB   

Mt.-   Zion -    loin -    north -   revolt -   king - multitude


“making evident- when and by obeying the Commands of YHUH …  HaR-  “TzION”

Sprouting of Righteousness, the Reconciliation which had been hidden, kept away- 
held close as a personal Secret …  “loins or ‘northern thigh’” 

now allowed to be made readable, legible…   QOOF-RESH-YOD-ALEF

able to perceive the Spectacular Benefits for walking as He Instructed His people 
YSRAL, so that we finally actually “just do it”- honorably, not begrudgingly- as if it was 
really very important.”   … ‘Great King’

“QOOMIE  AURIE”.   Arise, Shine, your illumination has arrived- the KAVOD of YHUH is 
risen and is shining vibrantly upon you !       

Isaiah 60: 1

- the Weighty and Honorable reality of YHUH and the austere regard of everything He 

said is lifted up and made  “unequivocally comprehensible”   

- the expanse of His RUACx is given definition :  ZAYIN-RESH-CxET.

 


Just as YAHUSHUA  prolonged His stay on earth for 40 days after resurrecting, then 
rose up into the clouds from atop the Mount of Olives, and an Angel said that He would 
be returning in the same manner…

QOOF speaks of a time of prestige and significance for YSRAL after awaking from its 
Diaspora, its Dispersion, its term of Banishment and Exile from  Ha EReTz YSRAL.


Each Tribe encamped under its Banner of Insignia or Ensign of the Father’s Name.

Numbers 2: 2

Each Tribe’s Flag would be distinct in color and graphic emblem as a Battle Standard.

What elements might a Flag of the Confederation of  ‘All’ Twelve Tribes consist of ?


The Embroidery colors Blue, Purple, Red, White Linen with Gold threads.
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Twelve Stars, one for each Tribe as encamped around the MISHKAN

The number Seven or seven aspects meaning “Sworn Vow” or “Under Oath”.

The Letter TAV : Sign of the Covenant, our Eternal Hope and Promise.

At the center, a Menorah, the Authorized Emblem of YSRAL.

22 Flames on the 7 Branches like the cups of Exodus 25: 33- 34 suggest.

The SHEM QaDoSh  of YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI  our ALHIM.

A blue TzY-TzY thread by which we remember to obey as said in Numbers 15: 39.


The QOOF-UAW, the “Hope” of TiQVaH, is set before us.  The Vision of Excellence :

As He keeps saying, repeatedly, again and again, He has told us this over and over…  

“I will be your ALHIM, and you will be My People”.
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RESH   -   Joshua 1: 7     Only be very strong and courageous, to observe and do…

                    Joshua  8: 1     Do not fear, do not lose resolve.

                 Jeremiah 24    Figs :  the exile of Judah, both for goodness and for evil…


Jeremiah 24: 7   and I shall grant them the heart to know Me, that I Am YHUH, and they 
will be a people unto Me, and I shall be ALHIM for them, for they will return to Me with 
all their heart.


Joshua was told  “See, I have given into your hand the King of HOY, and his city, and 
his land.  Go for it.”

Apparently the way this place works is   “Pray like it is all up to YHUH, work like it is all 
up to you” .    Also,  “Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition”. 

Our own personal efforts work in conjunction with the will of YHUH our ALHIM.

Not one without the other nor one in spite of the other. 

We can not succeed without His decree, we should not proceed without His Favor.

But when we are on task, on track, and on time…


“RaQ  CxZaQ  V’EMeTz” !      Nothing but  Strength and Courage.


The RESH-man.  Exalted, Honorable, above reproach, a Knight of Chivalry and Virtue.

GIMEL-BEIT-UAW-RESH    LAMED-YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI    :    GBUR  L’YHUH

Valiant, Man, Heroic,  Mighty Warrior   /   of, for, by, unto, in the regard of - YHUH


Be more afraid of being afraid, than what we are afraid of.    Trust in the Voice of YHUH.

Deuteronomy 28: 1

It shall be that if you hearken to the Voice of YHUH your ALHEIKa to observe to 
perform all of His commandments that I command you this day, then YHUH your 
ALHEIKa will make you Supreme over all the nations of the earth.  All these blessings 
will come upon you and overtake you, “if” you hearken to the Voice of YHUH ALHEIKa.


Do not fear and do not lose resolve, for YHUH ALHEIKa is with you, wherever you go.
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SHIN  -  Deuteronomy 16: 15      Only Rejoice !    “AK   SaMeaCx !"

              Isaiah 28: 29       His counsel is wondrous ( the word is Paleo)…  

 and His “wisdom, advice, philosophy, orientation, metaphysical insight” - is abundant .  

               ( written literally… His “TUShY”  is enormous and festooned with tassels )  

                        44: 21- 23   the “claim to fame” of YSRAL is only “servant of YHUH”.            

                                           And is the reason to “Shout for Joy” !

               Jeremiah 26: 3     1, 2, 3…  Listen, Repent, Follow TORAH

               Jeremiah 29: 10- 14  you will call out to Me, pray, seek Me with all your heart.

                               29: 20    …you must listen to DBR- YHUH.

              

Chapters  30- 31    I will return them to the Land I gave their forefathers.

                                             All who despoiled you I shall deliver to become spoils.

                               30: 22   you will be a people unto Me and I will be to you for ALHIM.
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                               31: 2     Highly unlikely, but from the distant past, YHUH revealed 

                                            the exhibition of Himself to me.   [(  Paleo Hebrew ?! )]

                                                 “And I Love it !”   UAW-ALEF-HEI-BEIT-TAV.

                               31: 6     Sing  O’Jacob with Gladness !    

         Exult on the peaks of the nations !  (UN General Assembly ?)   Announce !  

       The turning spiral, seemingly foolish, the ‘raving of a madman’ proclaiming… 

     

“Save your People YAHUAH !    ALEF-TAV !    We are the surviving remnant of YSRAL !”


… and then everything changes …


           TAV   -   Ruth 2: 4          YHUH  ‘Bless’ you !     And YHUH  be with you !
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      Isaiah 45: 25    All the seed of YSRAL will be vindicated and will glory in YHUH


A bright sunny day out in the field… these words are shouted to one another across 
the waves of grain.   Noahide Laws do not exist. 

Command the BARUKAH rejoicing in the privilege of doing so !

 

Isaiah 45: 11   thus says YHUH  QDSh  YSRAL, and the one who formed, fashioned, 
and implemented the ALEF-BEIT Letters as symbols of the ALEF-TAV, ask of Me about 
my children, and about the accomplishments prevailed upon by My Hand, which is My 
distinguishing attribute- the “Inducer of Recompensed Wages”.


Isaiah 45:  17- 18    But YSRAL is saved through YHUH an Eternal Salvation.   You will 
not be ashamed nor humiliated for all Eternity.   

For thus said YHUH Creator of the Heavens, He is the ALHIM, the One who fashioned 
the Earth and its Maker, He established it.   He did not create it for emptiness, He 
fashioned it to be inhabited.   I Am YHUH and there is no other.

I did not speak in Secrecy, some place in a land of darkness, I did not tell the 
descendants of YOQB to seek Me for nothing.

I Am YHUH who speaks TzDQ, whatever narrative is told is straight, right, accurate.

Verse 21 … there is no god besides Me, and no savior other than Me.   Turn to Me and 
be saved all ends of the earth, for I Am ALHIM and there is no other.

I swear by Myself, Righteousness has gone forth from My Mouth, a word that will not 
be rescinded, that to Me shall every knee bow, and every tongue swear.


Isaiah 49: 7    … because of YHUH who is faithful and the QDSh one of YSRAL who 
has chosen you,  

Thus says YHUH, In a time of favor I answer you, on a day of salvation I assist you, I 
will protect you and I will make you the people of the Covenant, to restore the land, and 
to cause you to inherit desolate heritages…

For YHUH will comfort His people and will have been merciful to His meek ones…
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Then you will know that  ANI  YHUH  and those who put their hopes in Me will not be 
ashamed.

Constantly  we are informed :  Hope and Trust confidently in our rescue by YHUH… 
unto a restoration of the Land and a continuation of life as His people, with YHUH 
being our ALHIM on display for all the Earth to marvel and tremble at.


Jeremiah 23: 22  …    If they were exposed to My Mystery :

OYIN-MEM-DALET-UAW   /   BEIT-SAMEK-UAW-DALET-YOD

Let them proclaim My words to My People, and bring them back from their evil way, 
and from the wickedness of their deeds.

The “SOD” secret foundation of OMD : the Standing Pillars of how this place works.


Each of these next Pictures are Card faces to be used as optional “Wild Cards”.
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ALEF-TAV    -   Isaiah 46: 8- 13

                         Isaiah  48: 12      I Am He.  I Am the First, also I Am the Last.


Daniel 2 : 20- 23   … May the Name of ALHIM be blessed forever, for wisdom and 
might are His !    He alters times and seasons, He deposes kings and establishes kings.  
He gives wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who know how to reason.   

He reveals the deep and mysterious, He knows what is in the darkness, and light 
dwells with Him.

To You O ALHIM of my forefathers, I give thanks and praise, for You have given me 
wisdom and might, and now You have made known to me what we requested of You, 
for You have made known to us “the matter of the king”.


“MLT   MLKA   HUDOTNA”      -  ‘DOT’ is DALET-OYIN-TAV : knowledge

     

MEM-LAMED-TAV  is word, matter, thing…   a derivative of  MEM-LAMED-HEI…

MEM-LAMED-ALEF  means full, filled, accomplished, confirmed, complete, plenty.

   Many words with an ALEF suffix are an Aramaic syntax of a Hebrew word root.

   To remove the ALEF and impose other suffixes yields a view like a misty haze parting.

   The Scroll of Daniel was written primarily in Aramaic, a ‘sister’ language to IVRIT.

MEM-LAMED-UAW-ALEF  :  earthwork, rampart, filling, setting of a jewel, installation

MEM-LAMED-UAW-HEI  :  loan, debt, lender, creditor, escort, accompanist

       MEM here is to be in the position of ‘LEVI’ :  LUI  meaning “attached to me”.

MEM-LAMED-UAW-YOD  :  filling, stuffing

       YOD is the ‘first person’ suffix as in “my”,  KAF is ‘second person’ as in “your”.

MEM-LAMED-UAW-KAF. :  kingdom, reign, dominion, kingship

      A two letter root word can have the second letter doubled to elaborate the concept.

MEM-LAMED-LAMED : speech, say, utter, fold the hem, withered, decayed, frayed, rub

      Doubled letters may have a YOD or UAW interspersed without changing definition.

MEM-LAMED-UAW-LAMED  :  verbal, literal, lexical 

MEM-LAMED-YOD-LAMED  :  dumpling, pounding, treading - synonym of DRK tread.

      MLK is one who HLK “walks” or DRK “treads” as led, guided, instructed
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      Sometimes the first two letters are duplicated as a pair.

MEM-LAMED-MEM-LAMED  :  talk, chatter, stammer - muslin cloth of fine texture

MEM-LAMED-MEM-UAW-LAMED  :  stammering, stuttering

      Just noticing a related word… 

MEM-LAMED-TzADI is to recommend, translate, eloquent speech

      MEM is the prefix meaning “the place of…  or away from the place of…”

 LAMED-TzADI  is scorn, scoff, mock


The Letter named LAMED is the same as the word “LAMED” meaning :

Learn, teach, repetition, trained, skilled, accustomed, ox-goad, incite, provoke, prod

The pictograph of the Letter Lamed is a ‘shepherd’s staff or crook’ or a cane shape

       LAMED-MEM-DALET-NOON is erudite, scholar, a learned man.

       A NOON suffix is to be involved in the action of ‘doing as the verb describes’

LAMED-UAW-NOON  :  abide, pass the night, remain, inn, withheld, murmur, grumble

MEM-LAMED-UAW-NOON is then “Lodging place” or hotel… and Dictionary.

MEM-LAMED-UAW-NOON-HEI is a ‘Watchman’s hut’ or ‘Teepee’ or “Lexicographic”


MEM-LAMED-ALEF-KAF is an Angel or messenger, to be sent on a mission

MEM-LAMED-ALEF-KAF-HEI  :  work, occupation, service, use of tools

MEM-LAMED-ALEF-KAF-UAW-TAV-YOD  :  artificial, artifice, mechanical, fabrication


The reason for all this is to build a rampart around the concept of MEM-LAMED…

to provide a setting wherein the jewel might be appreciated…

Using the concepts built by MEM-LAMED to build the nest itself…

Like a bird building its nest using its own feathers as fabric.


Let us look at the English word “fabric” and analyze it phonetically…

A fabric is a structure of woven ‘fibers’ manufactured to cover an expanse  

“Fabricated” means invented, untrue, as a “lie” or “fiction” or “artificial” which is 

“hand-made by an artisan or craftsman”

‘F’ is ‘Ph’ is ‘P’ is ‘PEI’ is “mouth” or is what ‘opens’, or is openable.
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A “brick” is a building element, as are letters for constructing words.

BRA is BEIT-RESH-ALEF :  to create, build, be fat, full, made healthy, recovered from ill.

PEI-ALEF is “here”.   ALEF-BEIT-RESH  is strength to fly, pinions.

ALEF-BEIT-RESH-KAF is an “educated scholar”… and it is also the proclamation of the 
Egyptians on the approach of YOSEF as revealed in Genesis 41: 43.

ABRK could be read as the command to “Bend the knee !”… 

yet it can also read  “I Bless !”  and  “Your spread wings”  which is to say YOSEF had 
been given as a gift to Egypt for their exaltation and empowerment.

Verse 45 records the name of YOSEF to be “TzPNT  PONCx” which means 

“He who discovers or deciphers hidden codes or secrets- concealed in the North…

Hopes and expectations watched for … as a change in the wind might indicate a 
nearby honeycomb flow… chirping, twittering, a dense croaking of frogs- the encircled 
place  [( TzADI-PEI-RESH )]  where knowledge has been covered over, consolidated, 
pressed together…

“ ‘SBYB  SBYB  QDSh  QDShYM’  This is the teaching regarding the BEIT” : Ezk 43: 12

As from a marsh which exudes  BEIT-TzADI-BEIT-TzADI  that which has been sought 
for  BEIT-OYIN-HEI … he uncovered, revealing the problem, clearly with the eye…. 
BEIT-OYIN-YOD-NOON.  

BEIT prefix : in the condition of…  

AYIN-NOON-HEI : reply, pronounce, occupied with or concerned about, humbled by…

… and also the word for “sorcery and conjuring”… AYIN-NOON-NOON… and actual, 
relevant, very interested in the subject…  which YOSEF obviously was.

The words spelled YOSEF is  YOD-UAW-SAMEK-PEI.   

SAMEK-PEI means goblet, threshold, and to accumulate.

YOSEF accumulated the wealth of EGYPT, and distributed it at his threshold.

SAMEK-PEI-NOON is hidden, concealed, closed, shut up, value, esteem, honor, roofed 
over, mystery, sailor and navigation which is also spelling words… like ‘casting a spell’.


Genesis 44: 15 Yosef exclaims “Do you not realize that a man like me practices 
divination?”   That word he used is NOON-CxET-SHIN : serpent, enchantment…

And also a daring, adventurous pioneer, one who wrestles tortuous secret calculations.
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CxET-SHIN-HEI :  “hush”, silent, inactive… an unused ancient language 

CxET-UAW-SHIN : sensual, to feel or perceive, accelerate 

YOD-CxET-SHIN. :  to trace one’s legitimate genealogical descent- YOSEF BN YOQB

He implied that he “divined” mysteries by use of his Personal Silver Goblet which had 
been stashed in the grain sack belonging to his brother Benjamin.

Goblet here is GIMEL-BEIT-YOD-OYIN which is also the “cup of a flower” as was 
molded into the branches of the MENORAH in the MISHKAN.   There were 22 all 
together : Exodus 25: 33- 34.   Cups and knobs and blossoms on seven branches.

There is a picture of the ALEF-BEIT divided by the MISHKAN Pattern.  22 over 7= 3.14


CxET-SHIN-BEIT attach importance to, being considered, to think, take into account, 
calculate, arithmetic, ingenious device, abacus, accountant, figure out, to sum up…


CxET-RESH-UAW-ZAYIN is rhyme, verse, a “String of Pearls”, arrangement of letters

CxET-UAW-RESH :  noble man, was clarified, made evident, made white, pale

RESH-ZAYIN : Secret   [(  that which was revealed to Daniel back there in Daniel 2: 19 )]


RESH-ZAYIN-HEI is lean, thin, scant, scarce-  like the 7 cattle YOSEF determined the 
meaning of, from Pharaoh’s dream

RESH-UAW-ZAYIN-NOON  :  prince, ruler, serious judgment


The ‘upshot’ of all this ‘download’ is that both Daniel and Joseph seemed to know how 
to spell words in Hebrew.

Daniel 5: 25 tells us that the “Hand writing on the wall” was a Hebrew text which Daniel 
was able to translate and interpret as a message from ALHIM of the Heavens.


Going back to the subject of MEM-LAMED…

The phrase “matter of the king” is    MEM-LAMED-TAV   MEM-LAMED-KAF-ALEF   
HEI-UAW-DALET-OYIN-TAV-NOON-ALEF.
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MLT :  words set in a context by which they can be appreciated or interpreted to 
transmit a communication, may vary in their regard depending on the cultural context 
or “setting”, although the word technically remains the same.


MLKA  :   as various Kingdoms have a difference in Culture, in  “Personal Adornment”- 
so words are carriers or ‘messengers’ of the author’s intent behind any expression.    

Words are ‘scented envelopes’ of passion.


HUD :  expressing praise, thanks, confession, echoing, resounding- voice affect

DOT :  knowledge, comprehension, personal experience

OT : time

OTN  :  timely, in time, time in progression, time as a function or seeing time move…

A or ALEF as a suffix here is an Aramaic device.

NA  is a Hebrew word expressing :   “Please !  now!  Hurry !”


HUDOTNA  :  knowing how speech affects events in time… like a movie- cinema.


So ?   Daniel sees words as pictures which tell a story, a narrative.

The cultural context of the words, as a jewel in a setting… change the perception of the 
story… and can therefore be the device to hide information- encoded.   


Knowledge        


DALET-AYIN-TAV …   DALET is “door’, the number Four …. OYIN-TAV is “time”


Genesis 1 :14    on the Fourth day :  sun , moon, and stars are lit in the sky for “signs 
and seasons” - for ALEF-TAV-TAV and MEM-UAW-OYIN-DALET -“symbol and witness” 

ALEF-TAV-TAV is a “signal” and the plural form of  ALEF-UAW-TAV, a “letter”.

Knowledge is personally comprehending the message each letter expresses about the 
Culture of the Kingdom it testifies to.

Letters of different kingdoms perpetuate different cultural ideology.
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Knowledge is one’s mind processing the information provided and organizing it such a 
way so as to determine “sense” or “reason” or “fitting in a big picture” so as to then 
use it as an advantage of reference for projecting a “next move” based on that insight.


The “weight” or “value” or “meaning” assigned to any particular Letter will HOD a 
resonance of “affect” causing “effect” based on intent, as firing a canon at a target.

KAF-NOON-NOON : put, place, regulate, adjust-  coil, capstan, winch-  

KAF-NOON :  so, thus, yes, right, truthful, honest, base, stand, pedestal, easel- 

to name something - by identification of its essence


Identifying the meaning of a Letter is like using a “Tuner” to find a radio signal…

Analyze its “Name”.  SHEM is both ‘name’ and ‘place’ and ‘reputation’.


Regard each Letter as a messenger of YHUH ALHIM TzBAUT , testifying of His Name 
and occupation as Orchestrator of the ALEF-BEIT.

The collection of 22 symbols is a symphony of sounds which perpetuate His Kingdom 
by resonating Testimony of His Heart and Will… conducted by His MOEDIM.


MOEDIM are OYIN-DALET’s of OYIN-TAV :  “testifiers of time”- indicators of phase.

OYIN-DALET  /  OYIN-TAV   is a “road-sign” indicating an approaching “turn-off”.

OD / OT  is translated  “Until the Time” in Daniel 12: 4.

The time when each letter is comprehended to illustrate the DALET of YHUH.

        TAV-OYIN-UAW-DALET is a certifying document

The DALET of YHUH is the essence of His MOEDI, Leviticus 23.

MOED are the Culture of the Kingdom of YHUH.   MOED calibrate the Hebrew Letters.


Hebrew is the conduit of YAHUSHUA.  YAH responding to our cry for help with rescue.

Other letters of other languages are different ideas of different plans and expectations.
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Hebrew Letters are OMD :  AYIN-MEM-DALET :  OYIN-MEM-DALET-YOD :

Stand, with Me, to impose a load upon something as a pillar, continue, persist, stay, 
remain, arrange in columns, to ‘paginate’ as numbered pages in a book, established, 
presented, to nominate as a candidate, to estimate value or position, chamber pot, to 
be placed in a certain position for a certain purpose, stopped- was ready- waiting- 
‘was  about to…’  

The essence of OYIN-MEM-DALET is pictured by SAMEK, the letter correlating to the 
Creation event of Day 4, the picture of the MENORAH.

The word ORK  :  AYIN-RESH-KAF  is the meaning of “eriktology”.

The study for knowledge of what YHUH made OMD.


The picture of twenty-two white dominoes… each letter a LBN or LBUNA  : white, 
clearly elucidated brick cleansed of other cultures, the Ancient Hebrew Script as the 
scent of Frankincense for healing-  inflaming the heart.    Placed as Pilasters 
throughout all time which never can fall until it is so decreed by their Maker and Builder, 
at the end… when they all fall at once, like the walls of “Jericho”.

The promise they encircle is declared by the Rainbow of Genesis 9: 8- 17.   

ALEF becoming TAV is the Graphic which symbolizes the accomplishment of the plan, 
the intent achieved, the latent and silent ALEF fully manifest via the twenty letters 
attaining TAV.

When the dominos fall, it will be a destruction by fire, not water.  SHIN, not MEM again.

In this meanwhile… YHUH remembers His Covenant between Himself and all flesh that 
is upon the Earth- because it is His character and nature to do so.

Genesis 8: 22  “Continuously, all the days of the Earth, seedtime and harvest, cold and 
heat, summer and winter, day and night, shall not cease… so be fruitful and multiply 
and fill the earth…”


Isaiah 46: 8- 13.   Remember this and strengthen yourselves, take it to heart, criminals.  
Recall the early events of ancient Times, I AM ALHIM and there is no other.   ALHIM, 
and there is none like Me.  
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From the beginning I foretell the outcome, and from earlier times, what has not yet 
been.   I say and My Plan will stand.    And I will carry out My every desire.    

Verse 11 …    Happening unexpectedly - Summoned to learn the reading of Scripture.  
Brilliant !   Outrageous !   Fantastic !   Screaming in like a bird of prey  - from a land far 
away in time, distance, dimension… a man taking counsel … characterizing My Words- 
featured by what I have desired to import- as a storyboard :  ships or cargo vessels 
which are staged to bring about each next thing- as a train of carriages … he will 
compose an imaginary work of art according to the way I do things.


Verse 12 ….   Listen to me o fierce-hearted ones, who are far from righteousness, 

I have brought My righteousness close, it will not be far off, and My salvation will not 
delay.  

[( I will establish My salvation in TzION )}   :   I have given Commands to be observed 
for those who cry for help, of YSRAL  for My Splendor- as their ‘Headdress’- that I 
would be their Diadem of Majestic Glory.

 ***  Same as Psalm 50


                         HODU   L’YHUH   KY   TOV   KY  L’OLAM   CxSDO


            “Give thanks to YHUH for He is Good, for His Mercy endures forever”


“the HOD of proclaiming thanks and praise and confession our our sin, guilt, and 
responsibility for all this trouble… 


L’  :  according to… as taught by, the Shepherd’s Staff of authority- “it is what it is”


L’YHUH  :  the knowledge of YHUH as declared in His Created Universe -  Words of 
Scripture - MASHIACx ben DaWID ben Adam - RUACx Ha QODESh which is identical 
to the Words of Scripture “as Written” :  that is “YHUH” by interpreting the Four Letters.
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    YOD = Hand of Creator, ‘glory of ALHIM’ expressed by His handiwork of Creation

    HEI =  expression of Creator which is Voice and written TORAH

    UAW = Word made flesh - manifest as “Man” not wavering from TORAH

    HEI = “Spirit” - RUACx : mind, will, disposition to walk as UAW doing TORAH


KY : then, when, while, if, because, thus, at which occasion…

TOV :  Good, Full Basket, health, wealth, prosperity, goodness, satisfaction

KY : because

L’OLAM  :  forever, universally, since antiquity, continuous, the hidden unknown secret, 
their own injustice and unrighteousness - as a suckling baby is directly connected to 
the SHAD from which it nurses, which is the source of its provision and devastation.

CxSDO  :  His tender loving kindness, His secret foundational construct, His Refuge is 
according to the Structure of DALET… the engineered fabrication of the MENORAH, 
vine and branches, formational model of the heavens… as we each choose. 


     CxET-SAMEK :  Refuge

     SAMEK-DALET :  secret, underground foundation, basis for what is built upon it

     UAW suffix :  it, he, his, their, your   

          [( DALET-YOD is ‘sufficient for me’, enough, stop - YOD is first person suffix )]

     DALET-UAW  pronounced  “DOOOH !”  as in “What a fool I have been !”


“KY   CxASDO”  :  all  along- throughout human history- we theoretically could have 
‘gone back home’ at any time… except for that matter of the 2730 year exile… the  
dispersion.    Even still, His CxESED :  Mercy and Kindness are as virulent as ever.


*** Just playing with the “Heblish” here a little bit…

Going back home to “Kansas” like ‘Dorothy’ yearned to do, like in the “Oz” story… 

OYIN-ZAYIN :  “OZ” : strength, might, fortress, refuge, splendor, glory, bright, goat

DALET-UAW-RESH - “DOR”- move in a circle, duration, generation, age, period

DALET-UAW-RESH-UAW-TAV   “DOROTH”  :  generations 

DRUR :  freed, released, liberty, sparrow, amnesty
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DRR. :  flow abundantly, run swiftly- as one exhilarated

DALET-RESH-RESH-ALEF : that round which the question revolves.   [(  ALEF-TAV  )]

“DOROTHY”  :  My generation released from the curse of banishment, having been 
exiled away from the Promised Land as YHUH promised us !


KAF-NOON-SAMEK : bring home as married to a wife, together

NOON-SAMEK-SAMEK  :  to fly, perform miracles, to pine away in longing for…

“Kansass”  :

            Yearning to be with My Wife…  if only She could Fly, so We would be Together


Dorothy having a heart for Kansas is almost like YHUH anticipating our restoration.




              We were told to stay away from the Letters.   “The Letter kills.”
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Warning !    Step back from the Scroll.   Grammaton Administers Death.


Paul even said so in  II Corinthians 3: 6 !     It is written right there !


Greek words translated into English. 


And so… the way we walk is lost, wayward, and as infidels.   Deceived.

We are “dead men walking”.   Or at least, walking as dead men walk.

We need some wrenching to adjust our alignment.

Gimel’s got the wrong shoes… the nose is a GIMEL… ALEF-PEI : nose, characterize.

Somehow, we got off-track.


This picture is a tombstone aspect… a pirate flag aspect of skull and bones…

But the tibia bones are wrenches with shoe type hubs.

The Skull is actually a ‘keyhole’.

The word “Key” in Greek means ‘that which locks shut’.

The word “Key” in Hebrew means ‘that which unlocks, opens’.


MEM-PEI-TAV-CxET  :  MPTCx  :  key

The toothy bottom edge is a notched battlement wall drawn as 5 teeth 

Five is  CxET-MEM-SHIN  :  CxMSh .   “CxUMASH” refers to the 5 Books of  TORAH.


CxET-MEM-HEI is see, protect, anger, rage, hot wrath, poison

CxET-UAW-MEM-HEI   :  a wall around a city, a burned color

CxET is a fence.   MEM-SHIN  or MEM-SHIN-SHIN means to feel or grope- palpable.

MEM-SHIN-TAV  is a feast or banquet or drinking large… and getting intoxicated.

MEM-SHIN-TAV-NOON is a urinal.

SHIN-TAV-NOON is to urinate, pronounced “SHaTaN”.     

( the word for ‘adversary’ is similar, but is spelled with a SAMEK, not a SHIN )

SHIN-TAV-MEM is to open, unseal, a hidden entrance into a cave, a keyhole… 

and the same word  ‘ShTM’  means ‘stopped up’, refused, frustrated.
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“the real pisser here is that TORAH blockades the Banquet Hall meaning we must walk 
in obedience or else the Anger of YHUH burns our eyes out, we cannot find the door.”


Isaiah 29: 9-12 

Ponder it and be astonished, they have been utterly blinded.  They were drunk, but not 
from wine, they staggered but not from liquor.  Because YHUh has poured upon you a 
RUACx of ‘deep sleep’ and He has closed your eyes.

He has covered over the Prophets, and your Big Shots - the ‘Seers’.

To you all the  CxET-ZAYIN-UAW-TAV  :  vision, prophecy, forecast, appearance, 
aspect, form, pectoral contour- chest, breast, “beholding of SHADI”, divine revelation, 
contract, dramatic phenomenon, imaginary, exhibition, flash of lightning, ideal…

Is like the words of a sealed document, which one gives to a literate person saying 
“Please read this” and he says “I can not, for it is sealed”.   

Then the document is given to an illiterate person saying  “Please read this”  and he 
says  “I am not literate”.


The word CxET-TAV-UAW-MEM is the word for the ‘Red Wax Signet Seal’ picture.

CxUTM  is the impression of a Signatory which ratifies a subscription for a term.

Daniel being authorized to “Hide the words and Seal the SEFER” uses the word CxTM.


The ‘deep sleep’ here is RESH-DALET-MEM :  a coma or narcotic stupor, anesthetized.


A few verses later in Isaiah 29: 18 … On that day the deaf will hear the words of a 
book, and from darkness and blackness the eyes of blind people will see.  


The CxET-RESH-BEIT  :  ‘Sword which has laid waste, made desolate, brought drought 
and heat of failure’ is our “lack of understanding or regard” for these very Letters. 


SAMEK-MEM is a drug or poison, spice or vaccine

SAMEK-MEM-ALEF is to be blind or bedazzled
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SAMEK-MEM-ALEF-LAMED is the “Angel of Death”

SAMEK-MEM-KAF  : support, sustain, uphold, put into the construct state, draw near, 
ordained, authorized, fulcrum, laying on of hands, transfer of authority, to lean on


SHIN-MEM-YOD-TET-HEI  is the ‘drawing of a Sword’ such as a “Scimitar”.

SMYT  :  detachable, drop off, let fall, loosened, release of debts - the word for  
“Shmittah”, dislocated, shirked, evaded, slipped away, removed, omitted, overthrown.

So we thought we were real smart inventing Doctrines which absolved us of any 
responsibility to regard these matters… by so doing we decapitated ourselves.

The word OYIN-DALET-YOD as in MOEDIM means not only “choice best treasure”, but 
also “booty, removable, able to be torn off or to take away”


OYIN-DALET-HEI is to ornament, adorn, “He bedecked Himself with jewels”.

OYIN-DALET-UAW-TAV means Testimony, evidence, exhorting sign, reminder…

It is the root word of MOEDIM or “Festivals” listed in Leviticus 23.

It is the root word for Eden as in “the Garden of Eden”.

OYIN-DALET-NOON is to refine, make tender, delicate, pleasure, delight, luxury.


YHUH designed the MOEDIM to Testify of His personal Identity and Nature.

TORAH instructs us to guard and celebrate them continually for ever Isaiah 8: 20.

“OYIN-UAW-DALET” is the Testimony, again and again, repeatedly, forcefully.


YHUH designed the MOEDIM to be removable as plunder, as booty, robber’s loot.

By willfully taking our Scimitar to His Bejewelment with our theology, we have castrated 
ourselves likewise.   By letting them drop away in disgust, we have become a reproach.


Isaiah 5: 24- 26

Therefore, just as a tongue of fire consumes straw, and a flame destroys stubble, so 
will their root become rot, and their flower will be blown away like dust… for they have 
abhorred the TORAH of  YHUH  TzBAUT  and they have scorned  QADOSH- YSRAL.

     [(  and ALEF-TAV what was Declared QDUSh-YSRAL they consider ‘Nutz’ )]
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Therefore, the wrath of YHUH has 
flared ups against this people and He 
has stretched forth His Hand against 
them, and stricken them.  The 
mountains have quaked, and their 
corpses are like refuse in the middle 
of the streets.   Yet all this, and no 
repentance- His Character and 
Custom :  OYIN-UAW-DALET  His 
hand is outstretched.

He will raise a Banner :  NOON-
SAMEK   unto far away nations and 
‘shriek’ - whistle for them from the 
“Ends of the Earth” … then Behold… 
quickly, speedily as a man is anxious 
to acquire his wife for having just paid 
the purchase price for her… with swift 
levity he arrives :  “YAVOH”.


Psalm 60: 4

To those who fear You, You gave a Banner to be raised high, for the sake of the Truth.

SELAH


The letters NOON and SAMEK were elaborated at the beginning of this text, on page 8.

The idea here is to make a Banner out of the word “Banner” which is NOON-SAMEK.


Song of Songs 2: 4

                “He brought me to House of Wine- and His Banner over Me is Love.”

This verse might otherwise read as :
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“He imported the teachings of being in Covenant with Him as a ‘domestic’ - the reality ! 
- essence of existence-  reason for being - to actually experience huddling under His 
covering -  His thrill of adorning me, glorifying me in ribbons … I give,  I become ‘us’ ”


The word “Truth” in the verse Psalms 60: 4  … is QOOF-SHIN-TET which also means 
‘bow’ and to ‘decorate’.

The top phrase says “Walk the Walk”

The bottom writing is “Talk the Talk”  or  “Speak the Language”


Both iterations could actually be elaborated from the Hebrew words into various 
English expressions.


Your brilliance , your adornment of honor is your return to proceed as guided.

You being scrupulous about your attitude is your majestic glory.

Verbalize the Sanity.   

Yield… Choose to clarify the Voice of AL SHADI.  

Pursue Virtue.

The guarded access will open.


As for the instruction you have been made aware of…

publish a new edition for your generation- the stipulations facilitate restoration.


You are given the splendor in the pure words of the Hebrew Language, repeat the 
teaching- that you were told to repeat.   Everything is arranged and aligned in 
preparation for your involvement, as a bow is taut and ready to be put to use.

What follows is exactly as was expressed.    The arrow will hit the “Bull’s-eye”.


Elaborating the word QOOF-SHIN-TET…

Ornamented, embellished, to make straight, arrange, to make true, correct, to actually 
shoot the bow- be the archer… to personally engage the difficulty of aim or orientation 
as compared to paddling a canoe which wavers back and forth as it is on its trajectory.
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Become a skilled artisan- learn how to make the Arrows fly accurately by making 
fletchings- decorative and functional and as a trademark of branding insignia.


YHUH gave us NOON-SAMEK to facilitate us making fletchings.

We are in His service as Arrow-smiths.   

CxET-RESH-SHIN-YOD-MEM  :  ZAKAR-YAH 2: 1   …Terrifying.


The words  ANI  YHUH  are verbalized by YHUH many times.

ANI is translated “I Am”… 

but ANI is more like an Admiral surrounded by His Fleet of Ships.   Navy of YHUH.

“Navy” is from the word “navigate” and “nautical” and “notary” and “to spell words”.

Each Letter of the ALEF-BEIT is a  Vessel under His Command.

Each Letter is commissioned to carry and affect as the Plan was intended.

Our literacy is our participation in the Navy of YHUH as His Crew.   

TzADI-UAW-UAW-TAV is to be under His command, to team up with, and to listen.

TzION is “Zion” is one of His Crew who obeys His Command… and so is protected.

TzADI-YOD-UAW-NOON

TzION is a Castle, a billboard, a landmark, a gravestone.   To erect a Monument.


To have a Fleet and a Crew without a mutinous attitude is better than a monument or a 
ceremonious day of recognition by them. 

Isaiah 29: 1- 4    YHUH would rather sink His own Flagship than put up with our 
rebellion under pretense of loyalty and feigned obedience. 


Isaiah 59: 19

He will be exhibited and will be feared and reverenced from the West- from the ones 
who have blended a mixture pertaining to ALEF-TAV SHEM YHUH… 

and from the Land of the Rising Sun, what it is to be His industrious Servant will break 
forth shining as phosphorous- the weighty Glorious Honor of His KAVOD.

Then it will arrive, like a streaming, flowing, shining River…  

TzADI-RESH   RUACx   YHUH    NOON-SAMEK-SAMEK-HEI    ‘against them’ .
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     TzR :  Rock, distress, sharpness, anguish, trouble, difficulty, narrowness, binding

     NSSH :  wave a flag, perform miracles, wear away as grief or gnawing, dissolving


***  Note, we are reminded that the courage and resolve of the Warriors at Jericho 
experienced this diminishment    

Joshua 2: 11  …  We heard, and our hearts melted - YOD-MEM-SAMEK.   No spirit 
remained in any man because of you.   For YHUH, your ALHIM, He is ALHIM in the 
Heavens above and on the earth below. 

Isaiah 59: 20- 21

A Redeemer will come from TzION, and to those of YOQB who repent from willful sin- 
NAM   YHUH

And as for me- ANI,  this is My Covenant with them, says YHUH, My RUACx that is 
upon you and My Words that I have placed in your mouth, will not be withdrawn from 
your mouth, nor from the mouth of your offspring, nor from the mouth of your 
offspring’s offspring said YHUH from this moment and forever.


The word “I have placed” is spelled SHIM-MEM-TAV-YOD  : ShMTY… as in “Semitic”.

Next verse…

Isaiah 60: 1     Arise !   Shine !   Your Light has arrived !   

The KAVOD of YHUH  is risen brilliantly upon you !

For behold, darkness may cover the earth, and a thick cloud the kingdoms, but upon 
you YHUH will shine, and His KAVOD will be seen upon you.  Nations will walk by your 
Light,  and kings by the brilliance of your shine.   Lift up your eyes all around and see, 
they are all assembling and coming to you,  your children will arrive from afar, and at 
their side - like a pistol-  skillfully educated in the truth of the Covenant.

Then you will see and be elated, your heart will be startled and expanded, for the 
affluence of the West will be turned over to you, and the wealth of nations will be 
imported to you…


- then 2 verses later-  what ever does this mean ?
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Isaiah 60: 8    “Who are these that fly like a cloud, like doves to their cote-windows ?”


MEM-YOD : who ? - whoever, to identify  - MEM prefix : “place of” -  YOD suffix :  “My”

ALEF-LAMED-HEI : these, strong, wail, oath, obligation, curse, swear, bat, cudgel, 
deify, oak, terebinth, adored as ‘godlike’, supernatural beings.

TAV-OYIN-UAW-PEI-YOD-NOON-HEI  :  fly :  “dark, gloomy, fatigued”

      TAV-OYIN-YOD-HEI is wandering in error, mistaken

      PEI-YOD-UAW-NOON-YOD-TAV is a small aperture, eye of a needle.

      PEI-HEI is “here”, mouth located.

KAF-YOD-UAW-NOON. :  like a dove  :  “doing like Me” - “branded as Mine” - “truly”.

ALEF-RESH-BEIT-TAV-YOD :  cote lattice  : “exceedingly skillful, proficient, clever”


What does this verse mean ?    Looking again at those same words previously, Isaiah

chapter 59  in the context of Isaiah 60…

Arise !  Shine !   Your light has come !  The ‘Glory'- KAVOD of YHUH is risen upon You !


Everything “turns-around”.

Isaiah 59: 19

UYYRAU  : They will see, perceive, comprehend his exhibition, fear with reverence

MMORB  :   away from the place of blending, agreeable, westernized mingling, 
confusion, the Culture of blended cultures, at the time of its waning sunset…

Or- from the west, incubated in the west then emerging out of it

AT- ShM  YHUH  :  ALEF-TAV the Name, Fame, renown, reputation of YHUH

UMMZRCx  :  and - changed to - away from / at place of eastern, sunrise, oriental

                    UMM could mean :  ’back to the ancient path, Paleo Days’

                    ZRCx :  break forth, made to shine, as phosphorus

ShMSh  :  sun, responsible, diligent, industrious servant

AT- KBUDU  :  regarding the pure, actual matter of His weighty ‘honor and glory’

KY-YBUA  :   because then, when, while.. arriving, importing…

KNHR   :  like a river, flowing, streaming, a tsunami or waves like a mountain
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TzR :  narrow, distress, enemy, rock, a form or composition, inclination of travail

RUCx :  spirit, mind, wind - constricted expanse, relief, limited comfort 

YHUH

NSSH :  fly, perform miracles, to flutter like a flag or moth, swiftly, ( to gnaw away at )

BU :  in or with -him or it - - grieved by it


Then later in Chapter 60, verses 15, 16, 18, 20-22

Instead of your being forsaken, and despised without wayfarers, I will make you into an 
eternal pride, a joy for generation after generation.  

You will nurse from the milk of the nations, and from the breast of kings will you nurse.   
Then you will realize that I, YHUH am your Savior and your Redeemer, the Mighty One 
of YOQB… no longer will violence be heard of in your land, nor plunder and calamity in 
your borders.  Never again will your sun set, and your moon shall not be withdrawn, for 
YHUH will be unto you an eternal light, and the days of your mourning will be ended.  
Your people will all be righteous, they will inherit the Land forever, a shoot of My 
planting, My handiwork, in which to glory.  The smallest will increase a thousandfold, 
and the youngest into a mighty nation.  I Am YHUH, in its time, I will hasten it.


This has never yet happened, or perhaps it will be the “millennial Messianic Kingdom”.

Isaiah goes on in 61: 7 … instead of your shame which was double, and your disgrace 
which they would bemoan as their portion, therefore they will inherit a double portion in 
the land, and eternal gladness will be theirs.


Verse 61: 6 had just previously stated   “and you will be called “KOHENI YHUH” and 
“straight ones” of our ALHINU for having learned to read-  He declared to you 
‘Success’   ‘Victory’ !

Nations will eat and with ‘Glory and Honor’  rising as a Palm Tree, as a Pillar of Smoke.


These next few chapters express a complete change in the World as we have known it 
to be for centuries and millennia.
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“They who fly like a cloud”  might be read as “Those who navigate through the 
obscurity of errors to see the tiny aperture of Truth… a spark of light seen through the 
eye of a needle…

which is the “KAF-YOD” of being ‘like YHUH’, just as YHUSHO said of Himself.”


Repeatedly and forcefully, again and again, the same TORAH- Instructions are 
reiterated to the people who choose to be the People of YHUH :


Speak and Perform  :   Truth, Kindness, Justice, Righteousness

Call on His SHEM  -  the  ALEF-TAV  of  YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI

Rest on His day

Keep His  MOEDIM

Trust in the Salvation of YAH

Be assured, Be trustworthy- we are His People by Covenant.

Hope for His Revealing as Promised

Love one another


There is great benefit to learn the Language our Father Authorized.

If one were to write the words on the doorpost of your house and upon your gates,

It is here recommended that it be in the Original, and that the Original is understood.


The writings and graphics made available at  eriktology.net  are to facilitate this 
possibility free of charge, and may be reproduced if to the  KAVOD of  YHUH  TzBAUT


Videos of explanation can be found at You-Tube   :   mountainaire7


Contact as of  4 / 8 / 2020    is via   paleoerik@gmail.com


As for the Deck of Playing Cards, because of huge expense, a purely voluntary 
donation is requested, in order to allow the printing of another run. 
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Emblem of the SHEM  ZAKAR

ALEF-UAW-TAV of the Memorial Name

DALET-GIMEL-LAMED   of    SAMEK-MEM-LAMED     SAMEK-YOD-MEM-NOON 

Standard of the Designated Symbolic Insignia


Imagery from the Book of Revelation as revealed to “John” in the first Four Chapters.

In the motif of the  “Covenant of Love and Life”  antithesis of the  “Pirate Flag of Death”

RESH-CxET-MEM  :  warmth of compassion - mercy  …  as opposed to “no quarter”

QOOF  shaped  :  the Future return as promised

Blue, Purple, Red, White Linen, Gold threads

ALEF-TAV  :  the Beginning and End

Sword of YH  projecting from the Mouth

UAW, the handle of a blade NOON-TzADI-BEIT   appointed over others, perpendicular
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Emerald Rainbow above the Throne

AL  SHADI   Enthroned amidst the Praises of His People

49 modern YHUH emanating from the first or 50th paleo YHUH

Lit MENORAH with 22 cups with wicks with flames

7 Stars reflected in the eye of YOD-HEI-UAW-SHIN-OYIN

4 Faces of the Angels adorning His Throne as ornamenting the hilt

       *** a complete explanation is written in The Shields Project @    eriktology.net




Thus Declares YHUH MeLeK of YSRAL,    his Redeemer

YHUH   TzBAUT


I Am  First, Beginning, Foremost, Supreme

And I  Am Future, next, different, other, delayed, strange,     the One Responsible


Except for Me, and Without Me, I Am Exclusive … without peer of ALHIM.
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People will say, this very Land which had been desolate, has become like the Garden 
of Eden.  And the ruined, desolate and demolished cities have been fortified, inhabited.  
The nations that remain around you will know that I, YHUH have rebuilt the ruins, and I 
have replanted the wasteland.   I   YHUH  have Spoken, and I shall Act.


On that day, YHUH  TzBAUT will be the Crown of Delight and a Diadem of Glory for the 
remnant of His People


 Why such a mangey, silly faced Saber-tooth kitty ?
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A Tiger-  sportin’ swords as fangs… intimidating…  maybe just ‘nonsense’.


NOON-SAMEK  :  might be read to say  “Life-Support System” or “Living Word”

That Cat’s face is composed of two OYINs,  a DALET nose, and a TAV mouth.

Those characterized by Choosing to see DALET and TAV… ranting on about Our ‘BRIT’


YHUH gave us words.    Colors at His own Finger.   


Letters are SAMEK shapes with NOON meanings communicated.

RESH is pictured as a Flag of Honor, an Exalted man, a Virtuous woman.

AShT  CxYL… Proverbs 31.

YSRAL behaving according to TORAH  Instructions.


Psalm 60: 6

Provided as solid ground under - for feet, where you stand, unto you who see Me…

My Exhibition of NOON-SAMEK  :  the “Living One” lifted up, suspended on a stake, as  
“Life- Support”…  

For the sake of adornment, yet functioning as ‘fletchings’ to maintain truth,  accuracy, 
to direct tuning, realignment… perfect balance.


OYIN this concept in your mind… weigh, measure, consider, look well to it…

A spectacle of healing.   MOSHE lifting up the shiny, copper, snake-like, “flame gizmo”

On the pole in the Wilderness when the people were being bit by vipers and dying.

Numbers 21: 9

Like a fluttering Flag designating the way to escape, the only safe route in which to 
disappear, the place that ‘Miracles Happen’… leaping from the mouth of Truth as an 
arrow is shot from a bow…   ‘for the sake of the Truth’

MEM-PEI-NOON-YOD    QOOF-SHIN-TET

“for the sake of arranged ornamentation and accuracy.”      eriktology again.


HEI-NOON-SAMEK-HEI     “the truth will set you free”
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NOON-SAMEK is also test, trial, experimentation, assay and essay.

The “Empirical Experience” of an Erudite Scholar  :  NSIUNI  SINI

The same word as “Mount Sinai” where the writing on stone tablets was given.

We balance, poised atop the words…  the depth of their meaning is our Keel.


When the time of harvest is nigh…  QOOF  :  the sickle shape of the Reaper.

RESH is conducted into the script, standing tall, as a head of grain…

And on its heels is SHIN.   Teeth and Fire.   

Or is SHIN the blazing radiance of MASHIACx around the head of RESH ?


How do you want to see the story ?   you can believe whatever you choose.

You can decipher the runes to accommodate your own sanity or your own terror.


You can choose to believe what YHUH said to His people YSRAL…

You can choose to be His YSRAL, the ‘apple of His eye’.


No foreign language can give you the same communication as Paleo Hebrew.


The word YOD-TzADI-CxET-QOOF is transliterated as ‘Isaac’.

The word YTzCxQ literally means “laughter, sport, amusement, to play, mocked and 
derided.    Jesting.

One might say that to TzADI-CxET the CxET-QOOF is to polish and brighten the 
Commands.  “Trace the lines”.  Make the engraved Legal Statutes which we are to 

‘imitate’, shiny and colorful.

CxET-QOOF is “Law” and with a SHIN prefix, is ‘worn out, thin, beaten into powder’.


TzADI-CxET-QOOF-HEI  is “smile”.

SHIN-CxET-QOOF  is ‘celestial, heavenly, smile, and sport’.
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One might then say that laughing about pounding the legal written words into powder, 
which is fine particulate grains, which in this case would be ‘letters’…

Is the “Sport of the Kingdom”.   Celestial Amusement.


Our  ‘Kingdom of Heaven - National Pastime’  :   Navigating the Spelling of Words.

DALET-KAF-DALET-KAF is crushed and oppressed, depressed, dejected.

DALET-QOOF is breaking something down into the smallest individual pieces possible.

GIMEL-UAW-SAMEK is to cut and break… to select one out of the herd and set it 
“apart”.

GIMEL-UAW-ZAYIN is to ‘send it flying’.


A game for little children called “Duck- Duck- Goose” expresses these words perfectly.

Sitting in a circle, one goes around the group, tapping each player saying,

DK… DQ… DK… DQ…

Then suddenly… “Goose !”

That one tapped is to jump up and chase the perpetrator around the circle trying to tag 
that one who did the tapping before they can sit down in the vacated place.


Feeling crushed and depressed ?

Peruse the Scripture and find one that catches your attention…

Find the Hebrew words from On-line or an Interlinear text…

Learn how the passage is spelled… and begin SEFERin’.     

Word-for-Word.   Letter-by-Letter.

Do not rely on the English.   KJV is not as ‘sacred’ as you might like to think.

Stare at the Letters in Hebrew…  figure out what they mean.

Use the eriktology Chart,   Strong’s Concordance,   Blue-letter-Bible,   Brown-Driver-
Briggs,   or the Wigram’s.

There is something good and something bad to be said for each of them.

Then analyze the Hebrew words for yourself.     Exercise your mind.

“Around and around… SBIB...  SBIB… QADOSH… QADOSHIM…

looking for the pure QDOSH core to blossom out.
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Letter-by-Letter.   Search.   Prefixes, Suffixes, derivatives…

Learn the playing- field.

Be an Athlete.   CxYL.


Picture-by-picture, or Concept-by-concept.    OYIN-DALET  and  OYIN-TAV.


What did YHUSHO say about this matter ?

What do the terms and Conditions of the Covenant say about it ?

What behavior can I implement to be doing MISHFAT and TzADIQAH here ?

What is the RUACx attempting to address through this human travail ?


“Doin’ the CxULA”  :  “Join the Colors”  -  enlist in the military - recruited into His Navy.

Move in a circle, whirl, dance, sand, listen and repeat, wait and hope…

resurrecting the Phoenix, it happened… bring forth the inheritance.


We have no idea the actual affect that our thoughts and behavior have to impact the 
circumstances that look like “Current Affairs” on the World Stage.


Give Thanks with a “Grateful Heart”…


                      “ HODU    L’YHUH   KY   TOV   KY   L’OLAM   CxASDO “

            

             Just say it… even if I still hate the situation…


Repeat.


It is a “meditation”…    an act of prayer ….   it is “seeking His Face”


It is yearning for His Heart.

It is being honest
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Pure-of-heart  RESH-man.


GIMEL-BEIT-RESH    LAMED / YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI 


“GaBaR  L’ YAHUAH”

GBR or GBUR  :  “GABOR”  :  to be strong, overpower, conqueror, hero, mighty, 
increase, wealthy, male, warrior, cock, rooster, virile, manly, courageous, valor

The central character in a Drama or novel.

The Arabic word pronounced  “Jabar” - ‘omnipotent  colossus’.


This is not the sport we were taught in ‘Skool’.    Now ‘step up to the plate’…


CxET-UAW-KAF  :  to laugh and jest   CxUKY : my laughter  :  “chucky” or “Hokey”

PEI-UAW-QOOF. :  to go out, publish, promote, he brought forth,,, tottering, staggering

Laughing yet ?

Hokey-Pokey is tottering on one leg while “shaking it all about” - is it not ?

That is actually and exactly  “what it is all about”  after all… “messin’ with words…”


MEM-DALET-OYIN-NOON  is Scientist, to give something scientific form, by thought.

So, DALET-OYIN-NOON  :  DON  would be …

“One who intellectualizes the understanding of Knowledge”


TzCxQH-DON  :   the title on the  Saber-Tooth Tiger  picture.

One who scientifically makes sport of Understanding the spelling of Words.


TzADI-CxET-QOOF-HEI is ‘smile’ or ‘to make sport’


So here blending languages and phonetics, completely Barbaric-like…. we get…

“Smiledon”  which is the scientific name for Saber-tooth Tiger, which used its fangs to 
pierce the throat of its prey, hanging on to its neck by these two ‘VAVs”.
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Smiledon  had a huge bite, a compound lever sort of jaw.  The saber-teeth would be 
nearly impossible to dislodge, even if the Cat were thrown side-to-side.


Gladiator  Match  :  QOOF-RESH-BEIT  of  SAMEK-YOD-PEI 

“draw near for a Game of Swords”  -  a Fencing  duel


TAV-YOD-GIMEL-RESH  :  TYGR  :  fearing, be afraid, quarrel, strife

GIMEL-RESH-HEI  :  excite, provoke, tease, irritate, challenge

GIMEL-RESH-UAW-NOON  :  throat, neck, giraffe  … “groan”

GIMEL-RESH  :  foreigner, stranger

GIMEL-RESH-GIMEL-RESH  :  garble, gargle, chokingly- clearing the throat…

     “GR … GR”

RESH-GIMEL-RESH-GIMEL  :  covet, desire, kill, murder  :  RGRG  :  “Rag-Rag”


TET-YOD-GIMEL-RESH-YOD-SAMEK is about “swift slaughter, piercing with a sword”

“TIGRIS”

The Gladiolus Flower grows as a blade emerging out from the earth, where the bulb is 
hidden.   Bulb is  BEIT-TzADI-LAMED.     BTzL

HEI-GIMEL-RESH  :  “Hagar”, flow, pour out, hemorrhage.   Being dragged, towed… 
compelled, as Hagar, Sarah’s maid servant was compelled to leave her Egyptian home.

Like a Cat dragging a kill… like a GBR induced to study Hebrew…


TAV-GIMEL-RESH  :  merchant trader, business venture, provocation, challenge.  TGR.


Joseph.   YOSEF  :  YOD-UAW-SAMEK-PEI.  The son of YOQB sold to Traders.

SAMEK-UAW-PEI is late-ripening fruit… and Swordsman.

     “to make an end of…”  or, “to bring something to a conclusion”, like a Harvester. 

PEI-SAMEK-YOD  :  expanded, extended, spread out in stripes or boards-  pin stripes 
or a boardwalk, pieces of lines-  like a Referee’s typical uniform of black / white stripes.


PEI-SAMEK-SAMEK  :  blotted out, cease, end, disappear, tear apart, separated 
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              “Parted Hair”  :  PSPUS    [( just like the Cat in the picture )]


YOSEF was separated from his brothers, sold to Traders, thought to be dead.

YOSEF wore a PEI-SAMEK-HEI :  Coat of many colors / stripes of abundance.

            Tiger- like.

LAMED-KAF-LAMED-KAF  :  great number of insects

          “Get Out !   All of you !   filthy, mangey…”      LAMED-KAF is  “You” and “Go !”

KAF-LAMED-KAF-LAMED  :  You !   Stop !  Turn to the food you were supplied with…

         It is a ‘Cornucopia !’

KL-KL  :  He grew his hair, he endured, he was Quartermaster of the provisions for the 

         Voyage


***  GRGRGRGRGR  and  LKLKLKLKLK are written on the pendant in the picture which 
can be read both as GR and RG seven times - also as LK and KL repeated five.


TzADI-CxET  :  dazzling, glowing, bright, clear, pure, illuminating.

QOOF-HEI  :  blunt, dull, numb, sour, obtuse


CxET-QOOF  :  prescribed, enacted, decree, statute, law, obligation, necessity, right,

        truth, engraved inscription, to imitate, to mimic

MEM-CxET  :  brainy, full of marrow, expert, authority, assign payment

MEM-CxET-QOOF  :  pierce-through, blot-out, annul, cancel, leveling rod, Imitator, 

        mimicry

MEM-CxET-QOOF-QOOF  :  engraved, decreed by Law… 10 Commands in Stone

MEM-CxET-QOOF-RESH  :  study, research to the in-most depth


QOOF-RESH-ALEF-YOD  :  invite, proclaim. Teach to read, encounter unexpectedly

MEM-MEM-QOOF-RESH  :  place of decay, rot, worm-eaten

NOON-MEM-QOOF  :  putrid, rot, necrosis

QOOF-RESH  :    precious, dear, costly, rare, increased in value and worth, ‘Cool’
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OYIN-DALET  :  OD  :  “Until”

OYIN-TAV  :  OT  :  “Time”

     OD-OT sort of sounds like “Edit” which is OYIN-RESH-UAW-KAF  :  ORUK…

      Same root word as in  “eriktology”

“Until the time”   :  Daniel 12: 4   “Hide the Words and Seal the SFR, until the time…”


TAV-QOOF-NOON  :  organize, set in order, arrange, institute a standard, amend, make 
straight, adorn, embellish, amend according to a Code or ‘set of Rules’…  Lexicon.

DALET-TAV. :  right, pious, orthodox, alignment, religious, legal usage

LAMED-DALET-TAV / YOD-DALET-TAV  :  bring forth, he declared his pedigree

NOON-MEM-RESH  :  Tiger, variegated stripes, spots - miscellaneous languages even


  

                             TzADFI-CxET-QOOF-HEI-DALET-OYIN-NOON  


  

                                                           Smiledon


GRGRGRGRGRGRGR

LKLKLKLKLK


“One who Scientifically works to intellectually bring enlightenment to the ignorant”

They just do not know.   They were never told.   They were lied to, misinformed…

Deceived.

Bright, dazzling, glowing  clarity - to the dull, blunt, numb, obtuse.

Navigating the Spelling of Words.

“Nautical  Orthodox  Lexicology”          [(  exhausted yet ? )]
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The ‘Sport of the Kingdom of Heaven’ is to “Imitate the One Who Knows” : Mimicry

“Laughing all the Way”    following Him as if there really was a purpose in it.


QDSh  L’YHUH  written on the “horses’ bells”… perhaps  ‘Automobile windshields’ ?!

ZAKARYAH 14: 20

SUS  :  horse, or to zip around like a fluttering moth or a flag in the wind, fringes

SAMEK-SAMEK  is derivative with SAMEK-UAW-SAMEK and SAMEK-YOD-SAMEK

BEIT-TzADI-LAMED  :  BTzL  :  bell, to cover, give shade, like an umbrella, a cap…

        A cab of a carriage… a galloping Sombrero.


Then we have EPHRAIM- the mangey street-cat… 

What is this, a Zoo ?  Ox, camel, horse, tigers, RATz, squirrels in the letters…

       Feed the filthy aliens Pure TORAH.

       They are voracious… contentious… challenge them to a Parley…

       The Battle of Throats.     A Gladiator Match.

       QOOF-RESH-BEIT   YOD-UAW / SAMEK-YOD-PEI

       “let them draw near, each with his blade, it will be a supper of late-ripening fruit”

        Like the Sword blade protruding from YHUSHO’s mouth in the  Revelation…

       What did YHUH say ?!


       Last days.  QOOF-TzADI.   Wake up.  Turn the corner.

       They wandered astray and were banished…”Until the Time” - Edit - QOOF-TzADI

       Editing will tear apart the basis of their presumed Identity…

       Separate their stripes- reconsider their colors- their loyalties…

       Make them reconsider their family allegiances.  Open their eyes.

       Expand and extend understanding of their Heritage.

       Give them something to Smile about.


***  All that is the translation of “Smiledon”


“Orthodoxy” - by which to declare Royal Pedigree and Birthright-  lineage of YUSF
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The word pronounced ‘mimicry’ is an expression of both Hebrew and English.

“Mimicry”  :  MEM-MEM-CxET / QOOR-RESH-ALEF-YOD

“Teach them how to read the Scripture”  :   Engraved Decrees - “Imitate them”.

Experience for themselves the in-most depth of Study as an Erudite Scholar- first hand.


Once their brain is engaged… suddenly, un expectedly…


Oh Mama !  What YHUH said  “Actually Matters” ?!


MEM-MEM-NOON-YOD  :  MMNY

Madness !   Mania !    “Mnemotechnic Mantis” …  “Prophetic” …  “Seer-ist Art”

To be remembered,  thinking,  reasonable,  understanding


It is precious, dear, costly, of incredible worth.    Letter-by-Letter.

Every single Word.


Hosea 3: 5

Later, in the future…

Next, the Children of YSRAL will return and seek out YHUH their ALHIM and ALEF-TAV 
“David their King” - the Way they were to walk as the ‘Beloved’ of YHUH…

and they will tremble in fear,  in awesome dread for YHUH and for His TOV- Goodness 
in the “Future Days”.


A look at Isaiah 46: 10, 11        Here  is every word written in these 2 verses :


Announce a story…

A sweet story of Goodness, choice things…


From the very beginning when it was a great start, both foundational and pinnacle.

I engraved the inscription for the Future- my epigraph of Liberty and Freedom.

From out of the Past- Primordial, Paleo… focus on the preliminary Factors.
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Authentic.  The place of confirmation, Validating those who agree to walk straight.

It has never even been considered before.

Declare My Counsel.   Set ablaze the opening of eyes.

Establish Revival.   Explain -  building on the fact of  “The Resurrection”

My every Desire, what ever I Please, every detail says: I delight to break open My Crypt

I will Do so. 


It happened quite unexpectedly…  send out the  Invite  : learn how to read Scripture

Brilliant !   Outrageous !   Fantastic !

Screaming in, like a Bird of Prey… like a NOON-SAMEK with Wings…

From a land

Far away… in both distance and time… highly unlikely, improbable, unacceptable…

A Man.   I will possess.

He will observe My Counsel… be enthused by it

Characterize My Words as linked-rafts… a train of carriages… transport vessels

Also, characterize My Expression, as My Passion which is the pretext for all the wrath.

          *  the cause and effect of what has become ‘world history’

He will compose My “Identity Package” as a Formula…  imagine a model train of

          juxtaposed images - a series of impulsive notes forming a Song- 

          Tokens like beads on a chain… a bracelet of colored gems… a storyboard

Which express the nature of,  and manner of 

My Intent : I Am ‘Smokin’ to manifest !   I  yearn to make it so !   Locomotive !
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SHEMA  YSRAL  YHUH  ALHEINU  YHUH  ACxD :  

VeAHAVTa  ET  YHUH  ALHEIKa  BKL  LBBKa  UBKL  NFShKa  UBKL  MeADKa :

VeHYU  HaDBRIM  HaALH  AShR  ANoKY  MTzUR  HaYUM  OL-LBBKa :

VeShNNTM  L’BNIKa  VeDBRT  BM  BShBTKa  BBYTKa  UBLKTKa  BDRK  UBShKBK

UBQUMKa :     UQShRTM  L’AUT  OL-YDKa  VeHYU  L’TtTtPT  BYN  OYNYKa :

UKTBTM  OL-MZZUT  BYTKa  UBShORYKa :


Regard-   YSRAL  :  YHUH our ALHIM  :   YHUH  Unified

And you shall Love YHUH your ALHIM with all your heart and with all your soul and 
with all your ‘madly’.  


And these words which I command you this day, shall be upon your heart.  You shall 
teach them thoroughly to your children, and you shall speak of them while you sit in 
your home, while you walk on the way, when you lay down, and when you rise up.
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Bind them as a sign, an insignia, an emblem - upon your arm and let them be as 
ornaments between your eyes.   And write them on the doorposts of your house and 
upon your gates.
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These are concepts correlated to the meaning of each Letter as a consideration to 

contemplate.     It is provided here as fodder to ruminate on, as an exercise, for you to 
imagine the connection between the letter, the Scripture, and the verb of your action.


Learning these things is only worthwhile if thought about and engaged by doing.


Most statements in these 133 pages have been directly quoted from the analysis of 
written Scripture using the eriktology method.


Most Scripture copy has used “Stone’s TANACH”  translation, with modification.

Chapter and Verse numbers are from Stone’s TANAK

Direct quotes have seldom been written with quotation marks, although they are 
verbatim according to the translation rendered by Eric Bissell.

Many times a single verse has numerous ways it can be expressed, in which case all 
interesting options have been presented.


*** statements with  asterisk  or   [( brackets )]   are pure commentary.


This Study is for entertainment purposes only,  not for determining who is Saved, 

or who gets into Heaven or not… or who has a genuine relationship with YHUH.


                        PeSaCx  2020

                   Copyright   eriktology              

                     All rights reserved.
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